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SIXTEEN
By Angela Santure
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By Emily Renkert

AND I TOLD H6K
By Mike
Salisbury

I WAS SO K&y

She came hack.
After milking a few passes across the dance floor, he found himself
outside. Out of the hot jungle into the cool night breeze. She tapped his
shoulder iuid told him she was back. An unforeseen event at best. It
hadn’t crossed his mind she would return; yet
there she was again.
“I am glad you came back.” he told her.
He found himself alone with her in a sea of
people. This was going nowhere for him.
v r v ft r* 1 I T And he decided he either make it be
O N \I
1 Cj M X
known how he felt, or explode.

FOP. NOT KISSINC HEP.

Friday night is more than just
an end to the week; it’s a new
beginning. All across campus students stopped
.
pushing pens and reading texts books. They prepared X j-f /\X
for the endless possibilities Friday night promised.
Higher education stops and a different education
begins.
In a damp basement on tin; other side of campus music shook the walls.
Christmas lights and rows of empty beer bottles decorated the bar built
from this ana that. It'was considered appropriate d6cor.
People gathered in one by one. They came to taste the keg beer, they
came to escape the papers, projects and what not that tainted their week.
It was here in this setting that he waited for her.

Green eyes.
He watched for her to arrive then hesitated to say anything to her when
she did. He was shy and wasn't sure what to say to her. She slowly
walked up to him with her black punts and tight shirt, the party uniform
of a college girl. She flashed her green eyes; they illuminated the gray
atmosphere of the basement.
There is something special in green eyes you can't find in hazel, brown
or blue. Green eyes are like snowflakes, never the same as the last.
After pointless diiUogue and dodging smiles, time passed. He tried to
find some reason to make her stay. What do you say to a girl who already
has a boyfriend? It was all he could do to not ask her to stay.

And so she left and the story should he over.
He made his way to the dance fkxir and did like any guy should. Mingle
here and smile at her. The night was young and there were other girls. In
awhile he had forgotten about her and only worried about the little red
cup he had and the white bottom that told him to refill. Don't think him
insensitive for trying to get away from her and forgetting her once she
left. It was all he amid do.
He danced w ith other girls and tried to make the best of the situation.
But it seemed more difficult the harder he tried. He knew all too well that
the dancing, flirting, and kissing could all lead to an awkward gixxlbye
tomorrow morning. Good morning gixxlbyes are never free. He didn’t
want to look for love again in another nameless girl. He wanted her.
He went through red cup after red cup. Some beer made it to his mouth,
some on the floor. Dancing and drinking was only for the talented. He
couldn’t juggle, not this combo. Yet the cup was a good friend. He tried
to ditch that feeling of nothingness and so he filled another glass and
danced and flirted like all the other guys.

The loving feeling.
After awhile he found himself talking to his buddy.
*‘I can’t remember the last time, it made me tingle.” he said. His buddy
didn’t understand at first. He tried to explain.
"Love When I was young I would get all excited to see a girl and I
would be all nervous.” he went on. “Now days I just don't get that way.
Have I become tix> confident or has it lost its magic?'
He nodded. He was his friend and tried to tell him he felt the same
sometimes but he knew he didn't. He was a gixxl friend for lying to him
ami trying to make him feel better. He told him the only thing he could
do was tell her how he felt and see what happens.
So was love lost? Had love lost its innixence? He hoped not. He
wanted nothing more then to become excited when the phone rang or to
lie aw ake at night thinking about her. He wanted to become consumed by
the effects of love. He knew that he was l<x>kmg in the wrong place. Love
was nowhere to be finind on a dance floor that involved rubbing your
cn>tch against the ass of yixir partner. He was looking for love in the
bottom of a red cup fillet! with keg beer.

*
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He chose
explode.

not

to

weeks
of
late
night
conversations had led to this. He met her through a friend and was told at
the time she was his kind of girl. He was told this right in front of her.
They had both smiled and then laughed. Too bad she had a boyfriend
back at home waiting like they once did for soldiers to return from war.
Her boyfriend waited for her to return not in a sailor’s uniform but in a
cap and gown. Just like that famous black and white photo from after the
2nd Great War — when he. too. would scoop her up in his arms and kiss
her and the time apart would be a memory.
From that point, from the very beginning, he had decided to write her
off. It is a heavy burden to bear, on the metaphorical wagon of friends,
the girl who has a boyfriend. All she will ever talk about is the crap she
puts up with. This can begin to unravel a man; this guy has a girlfriend
and does all this shit and yet here you are alone. It makes a man wonder...
Yet he couldn't stop her from coming into his life.
How could he? She was so vibrant and radiated life in such away that
made her like the flu. highly contagious. Even so. he was hesitant. He
understood the question before her. Do I leave what I know and love for
just a chance it could be something more? It was a gamble either way;
love was a gamble for both of them. He tried not to look at her like that
and he tried to keep his feeling suppressed.
And he still fell down the hole. He had promised himself not to get
involved with someone who had a boyfriend and tried to keep his space
but he was drawn to her. The only person he had left to blame was
himself. Yet he had never kissed her. He had fought off the urge to pull
her close and kiss her.
“You wanna get some air with me?” he asked her.
She agreed and they made their way back upstairs and out into the night
air.
Moments passed and she asked him, “Why so glum?”
He shrugged and stared out into the night sky. He then waited a few
moments. He couldn’t let this moment pass him by.
“You know what?’ and he got close to her. “I go downstairs and I meet
these girls but none of them feel right.”
“I don’t want to be with them. I want be with you.” He didn’t care what
her boyfriend would think ;ind even justified the mark he would leave on
his face if he happened to appear out of thin air. I would hit myself too,
he thought. It wasn’t fair neither to her boyfriend nor to him.
She stcxxl there looking at him. She didn’t know what to say. She
hugged him and held him close. He told her he was sorry. It wasn’t fair.
They just stixxl there holding each other.
“I don’t know how to feel but I wanted you to know,” he told her.
They just stixxl. held up in each other’s arms. Yet don’t think it to be
the kind of situation of these two falling into each other’s arms. It was the
kind of hug that made them both wonder how something could feel so
right. How could something so right find them at the most awkward
time? It was there in the night breeze they swayed in each other’s arms.
And he told her he was sorry for not kissing her that one night on his
bed. He wanted her to know that’s how he felt, even if she didn’t say
anything. She needs to know. If she could understand that about him then
maybe she could understand the rest.
They both k Hiked into each other’s eyes but for instant. She ran her
hands through his hair, and placed her cheek on his.
“When I put my cheek against yours imagine I am kissing you.”
And she placed her cheek against his.

But he did nothing.
He wanted to kiss her but couldn’t bring himself to.
A window of opportunity to kiss a girl is only like 1/60 of second ;uid
when you feel it you have to go for it. He saw his chance and watched it
melt away. Why? Was it respect? Maybe. He brought her out there and
told her his feelings, which wasn’t easy. He already knew the truth; she
had a boyfriend.

The story should he over. Again.
A night once filled with a thousand possibilities, was now running low
like the keg. Girls that earlier in the evening he once made a move for
were gone. Off with other guys.
He had made a move on a girl he knew would leave at night’s end. Like
the children's game, the music had stopped and there was no chair for
him. Even so, he knew this is how the game was played. Yet even in these
darkest moments it felt better to go to bed alone than to hunt for the
feelings he once felt with nameless girls.

'Has love lost its magic for me?”
The inept hug stopped when his friend came running outside.
“Dude, somebody's fooling around on your bed.”
The moment was over and people had walked by and came in and out.
People had filled these moments as they saw fit by smoking and drinking.
Red cups littered the lawn like leaves in autumn.
They had spent that time as if the world had stopped and only they
existed. He began to walk in and she stopped him. She pulled herself up
to him to overcome the height difference. Her lips grazed the outside of
his ear and she said:
“That one time at the football game...”
It was cold. She had leaned against him for the first half.
“When we were leaving...”
The game was packed and they had pressed against themselves and
everyone else in their attempts to escape. He tried to blaze a trail to the
exit for them.
“I wanted to kiss you.”

Get out of here!!!
They scurried to their feet. “1 am so sorry, man” the kid tried to tell him.
He gave them a hard time and laughed. “That’s my bed, and I got to sleep
there tonight, guys!!!” Yet they were ‘kids' he knew and didn’t really
mind. He called anyone younger than him kids because that’s what they
were. One could call him a romantic, but not in front of his buddies. He
understood they were just making out on a bed. No harm, no foul.
His buddy stood with him in the aftermath. They both laughed.
“God damn kids,” he said to his friend.
His buddy then asked him how it went. It boiled down to the basic truth,
he made a move for a girl who had a boyfriend and knew damn well in
doing so he would probably go home alone.
It was a shameful moment. Yet it had all been worth it in a way. His
buddy smiled at him and told him, women are like buses, there’s one
coming every fifteen minutes.

You can't stay here hut you don't have to go
home...
The party cleared out. She left a little while after. She gave him a smile
and worked on finding her friends. She didn’t drink so she had to find all
her drunken friends.
After rounding them up, she raised her hand waist high and waved a
sideways wave that never journeyed beyond her waist. Then she shut the
door behind her.
He knew she thought about it, that moment, the close calls. Would her
life have been different if that kiss had taken place, would his? We will
never know.
She told him about this dream she once had where he played ‘Everlong’
on the acoustic guitar for her. She told him after he finished playing he
walked her outside and kissed her.
He thought about her dream before he fell asleep that night and had a
dream of his own.
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pr-! AN INSURRECTION
1 AGAINST TH6
OLD CODE...
By Danielle Pillar
It nothing earthly shall last an eternity,
then why waste o’ so much time
w ith arguing and hatred?
We fight for our beliefs, our stances...
yet, what should come of it all,
when fighting is all that is left.
whilst peacefulness and fulfillment
could perhaps have not recoiled at our wayward
touch,
had only we listened instead.
Woe to those
w ho have no understanding,
nor compassion,
for w ithout these,
how can unity exist?
No coalescence means the divergence of minds,
the essence of war.
Yet. perhaps hope remains...
For among the legends of old,
the idealists of now,
and the children of the latter days,
just perhaps love can simply live...
without the darkness of militant-minded thinking
slowly choking away its very life-breath,
though for a purpose—
self-centered, close-minded, destructive though it
may be —
But just perhaps love can simply be,
without fear of contamination... from selfrighteousness.
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Georgetown
Ice Center
$500 45th Ave.
Hudsonville, Ml 49426

Thanksgiving Weekend
Open Skate Special Hudsonville High School
2 Hours Skating, Skate Rental
Varsity Hockey
Hot Dog or Slice of Pizza
Tournament

Fri. 26th 12pm-2 & 7pm-9
Sat. 27th & Sun. 28th 2pm-4

Public Skating Times
';u|ethe Laker on our wet
ianthorn.com. Click on his
^P1it your name to win f°
^ecinemark theatre in ^
0

r

fllon-fri
Friday

noon-2pm
7-9pm

Saturday
Sunday

2-4pm
2-4pm

Party Packages / Group Outings Available
(starting at $4.50 / person
Call for details
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$5.95 per person

Games Times
Friday 2:00pm & 4:00pm
Saturday 6:00pm & 8:00pm
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PIANO CR.AWL JAZZ
By Danielle Sayers
Peculiar things happen at the Piano
Crawl jazz bar. Some people say it’s
the raspberry wine in the sangna
recipe. Some believe it’s the jazz. The
smooth lyrics and bubbling notes have
a way of seeping through the pores of
the skin. The music gets into the
bloodstream, warms the heart and
sends a flutter of butterflies to the
brain.
Listeners begin curious
behavior, past doubts and abilities are
pushed aside.
The jazz grants the power to
overcome obstacles. Old Man Pritch,
the most crooked man in town, had a
back that arched so far forward he
only knew people by their shoes. One
night, he asked a pair of black Nine
Wests to dance. He led them onto the
dance floor, swaying and drifting to
the slippery song. With every step his
back loosened. Soon, he was standing
tall and straight and spun Ms. West
into his arms. They danced with such
passion that her black heels turned a
stunning crimson.
The jazz incites all souls who listen,
even Lady Pattison’s cat. She had
sneaked the cat in under her shawl.
However, within a few minutes of
listening, the cat sprang loose. It
skidded across the stage and leapt onto
the piano. There, the cat padded over
the keys, matching the beat of the bass
guitar and pulling out the melody of
the saxophone. Its bushy tail tapped
along in the air.
The jazz music has the power to
unravel feelings taunt within the
heartstrings. It rallies the soul to act
upon passion and wishes. On one
particular night, the music roused a
feat of courage to achieve something
far greater than physical phenomena
or a musical cat. The music ignited a
spark of love.
That night Piano Crawl was bustling
with activity. Around the bar people
sat on stools, and stood in spaces.
They were chatting, chuckling,
slapping backs, batting eyelashes,
leaning close and lighting cigarettes.
Friends greeted and said farewell,
kissed and embraced. The scattered
conversation and mingling flirtations
created a collage of dynamics. The
sleek rhythm of the jazz, however,
rippled through the crowd, creating a
gelatin-like sway. The guests were
looped together with the movement of
the smooth beat.
A group entered, three men and two
women. The first woman, a brunette,
flashed a diamond smile and strode
into the room. Her shoulders were
straight and chin high. The woman
behind her slid through the doors. Her
short, dirty blonde hair curled just
beneath her chin, like bonnet strings.
Her name was Eve. She kept her eyes
on the floor, following the group.
They crowded around a small table
in the center of the swaying bar room.
------------------------- The brunette led a
conversation of
laughter, rocking
her head with the
arch of her back.
Her hands moved
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SOCIETY OF ST. PIUS X
Traditional Latin Mass

wildly in description of her story,
occasionally landing gently on the
shoulder of the man to her left or right.
The men were captivated without a
choice. Eve settled quietly mto the
shadows of the flickering candlelight.
She usually kept to the background of
things, preferring to blend into the
wallpaper. Her owl eyes roamed the
room, observing the rhythm and wave
that each person’s body had set to the
billowing music. Eve sat at their table,
yet was disconnected from it.
Upon the delivery of their second
round of sangria, the server set tlie
drinks in the middle of the table. One
of the men, Teddy, half stood and
passed the drinks an Kind the table.
Reaching, he set a glass before Eve.
Raising his eyebrows he said, “A jazz
lover, Eve?” She met his eyes and for
a moment the air between them was
thick. She blushed into her clavicle
and bowed her head. Her mouth had
fallen slightly agape at the sound of
her name off his lips. Her shoulders
tightened and her gray eyes rimmed
with wetness before she lowered her
lashes. Then her love was hidden
once more, fists clenched in her lap,
she exhaled heavily. Teddy returned
to his seat and faced the brunette who
was animated again. Teddy’s mouth
smiled more than his eyes, nodding
kindly at the brunette’s tale.
Eve sat back, eyeing the brunette
and the way she inhabited the
spotlight.
Eve watched Teddy’s
kindness and the way his fingers
drummed along with the beat of the
music. Eve looked toward the stage.
The piano was lucid and the man on
vocals was cooing to the swaying
couples on the dance floor. She closed
her eyes, blocking all but the music. It
flooded her ears and raised the small
hairs on her arms. She felt it as if it
was seeping through her pores. Her
blood seemed to quicken, heart
pumping. She stood, excusing herself
quietly. Teddy looked to her, but she
slipped quickly away.
A single, smooth note streamed into
the bar room, halting conversation and
turning heads until it came full circle
to its originator. There, Eve stood
center stage, eyes closed, mouth near
the standing microphone.
Her
shoulders were relaxed, arms loose at
her sides. The piano began stiffly and
as Eve parted her lips for the verse, her
eyes slid open to meet Teddy’s
astonishment. Her pitch began low
and gentle. With each word her voice
grew with flowing strength. Soon, it
was pulsing with intensity then
shallow lightness, tempting the
listening ear to lean forward with
intrigue.
Her fluid lyrics were a confession of
love and quiet delight for a kind heart.
Her eyes were soft upon Teddy’s face.
He met her gaze with a shining
twinkle. His eyes smiled more tlian
his mouth, crinkling at the comers.
When her song ended, the crowd
applauded with polite wonder and
praise. Teddy’s smile grew to cover
his whole face. He was nodding at
Eve. For the first time that night. Eve
smiled. The jazz of Piano Crawl had
worked its magic once again.
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Sunday Mass 9:00 am
11352 Brown St.

P.O. Box 440

Allendale, MI 49401

G.V.S.U. Students Only

Call to verify time at:

(616) 554. 0491
$

3.00

Per Visit
reg. $8

Must Present Student ID

Beat

925 4 Mile Rd.
Grand Rapids 49544
(West of Alpine)

Clock

Tborrc/ayr

Good for one full visit in TanAmerica Reg, Beds.
Upgrade to Hi-Pressure beds for faster tan!

S+arfy 0 tf.'OOpto

Jenison

75 < domestic bottles
and shot & pop
price goes up 50 4
every half hour

457-8211

428/ I i«*fco Mitvt
Alk'wMi' Ml 49-101

656 Baldwin Dr
4 locations to choose from — Coming soon: Grandvillel
electricbeachgr.com

616.892.4170
1 .’0 f ,isl Ftilti m
(it.nut Rtipids Ml 4l>n

616.454.2665

OTTAWA CREEK APARTMENTS
Monthy Rent as low as

$167.50 PER PERSON
based on 4 person occupancy

•
*
*
•

Spacious 1 or 2 bedroom apartments
Central air
Coin-up laundry in each building
Just minutes away from GVSU/Allendale

•
•
•
•

Walkout balcony
Dishwasher
Large closet space
Basketball court

(616)453-9190 CALL NOW (616)677-5270

Reservations being accepted
for next year!

TH6 DAY
between the slow moving bodies clogging the sidewalks As I strolled past the C-Store, I thought of all the candy and
around campus.
sweets that were arranged so wonderfully inside. This may not
Eventually they got back from their classes and I waited for seem like a big deal to the everyday person, but I am diabetic
My tongue rolled the sweet taste around my mouth. The
sensations that my taste buds were giving me sent chills down them to change into suitable skating clothes and shoes. We and it has been more than three months since I savored my last
The candy bar and even longer than that since the last time I was
my spine and conjured goose bumps across my arms. It was a went off searching for a spot for today’s tutorial.
full ten minutes of incredible flavor, texture, and euphoria. I basketball court was filled with "manly” men playing their able to eat ice cream. I decided at that moment to enter the
neatly folded the wrapper and deposited it into my pocket, sport with skill and dedication, but I bet that girls don't come store and search for my god of candy bars. The Milky Way.
I pushed open the door and held it for two girls that were
saving it for later to display upon the ceiling above my bunk. up to them asking for lessons. My students and I rolled along
It would be a wonderful sight to picture as I drifted into sleep. the clicking sidewalk to a nearby parking lot. I let them warm leaving. The aroma of freshly brewed coffees filled my nose
A reminder of the simplest, most wonderful birthday that I have up for a few minutes while 1 rode around crouching as low to and consumed my thoughts. I just stood there in the doorway
the ground as 1 could and gripping my board with my right for a minute and let it wash over me. Once I noticed a few
ever had.
Strangely enough I actually forgot that it was indeed my hand as my left trailed its fingers across the smooth asphalt. people standing inside looking at me like I was just a little
birthday. Nothing at all special or eventful was planned for the It’s almost more exciting to mimic the movements of surfers on confused, I entered and began the hunt for my prize. It was
day, so it came as a surprise to me when someone wished that a wave than to just do typical grinding and flipping skateboard only a little disappointing that I found it within thirty seconds
I had a happy birthday since I couldn’t remember how special tricks. Even at eleven o’ clock at night there are still people of beginning my quest, but that meant that I could revel in the
walking around that will stop greatness of the wrapper as I waited in line.
the day was supposed to be.
and watch for a few minutes.
Upon my arrival at the counter. I asked for a tall cinnamon
Eighteen is the second of the
“Wait, do that again!” 1 heard toast coffee and the blue shirt, black hat wearing middle-aged
three “big” birthdays that
one of my pupils exclaim to me woman running the register replied, “How can I help you
everyone looks forward to.
after I did an extremely simple dear?"
Everyone except for me.
movement.
*Sigh*
Smoking,
voting,
and
“The thing you just did with
“1 would like very much to have a tall cinnamon toast coffee
purchasing
pornography
By Kelli M. Vanover
the front going up on the curb and this Milky Way candy bar." I repeated while holding out
posed no incentive in my life
and the back in the street and my I.D. card for her to scan. The process took probably at least
and I was expecting to spend
What is this strange fruit that 1 see
the twisting around thing and five minutes. Five minutes of pure torture for me wanting
the day going to classes and
His feet, they dangle from the tree
riding away." I complied with more than anything to tear into the little piece of heaven that I
alone in my room. But of
His skin is dark, black as night
her request and noticed that held in my hands. Finally she finished, wished me a good
course, not much of anything
He struggles now, puts up a fight
while I was doing it that her night, and turned to the next hungry person in line.
turns out as it is planned.
He tries his best, but death is near
body was going through the
Cradling the chocolate, caramel, and nougat in my hand like
The dull, uneventful classes
The others watch; I see their fear
motions
of
it
as
she
watched
it
was a newborn baby not yet ready to be exposed to the world.
that consumed my time until
With one last breath he fades away
I sat down on the curb and sipped my coffee (which
me.
the afternoon blew by with
Another loss, another day
“I want to learn how to do surprisingly did taste quite a bit like cinnamon toast). Staring
shocking swiftness. I found
It hurts so bad it makes me cry
that." Class has begun. It takes at the wrapper of the Milky Way I attempted to remember what
myself with more free time
To see that strange fruit hanging high
a bit more than five tries for they tasted like, but no matter how hard I tried it wouldn’t
than any respectful college
There is no justice in what’s been done
them to land the maneuver that appear in my mind. Only one way to find out.
student
should
have.
A time of pain that’s just begun.
1 did, called a rock-and-roll, but
Very gently I grasped the end of the wrapper, the part with the
Thinking of something to do
nonetheless I was surprised that tiny zigzag cuts on it, and slowly pulled my hands apart. I felt
only takes about half a second
they got it at all. Two weeks is the glue fail to hold the thin pieces of plastic together and they
for me; go skateboarding. So
not enough time to be separate to unveil the first glimpse of the chocolaty
I did.
I
attempting
things
like
this.
However. I just keep getting amazingness that was still mostly hidden from view.
Riding around campus, dodging through the crowds of people
continued undressing the candy bar until it was exposed, naked
the way an Olympic skier speeds through red and blue gates, surprised with my star apprentices.
“clickclick, ClickClick, CLICKCLICK."
The sound in my hands. It felt as though I had something illegal in my
makes me think one thing, “Ha, I’m faster than you, and you
and you and you!" They dart out of the way like sheep herded increases in volume as I search around for the source of the possession, it was that precious to me. A tiny bit of its scent
by a trained dog. I can feel their eyes upon me and jealousy familiar noise. Wheels rolling over gaps in sidewalks are the escaped from the wrapper as I continued to expose more and
filling their heads. They’re all wishing that they could telltale signature of someone riding a skateboard around more of my gift to myself. Finally the last bit of wrapping fell
manipulate the small simple machine of wood, metal, and school. They appeared from behind a building and were as off its body and the Milky Way was naked in my hands.
After looking it over very
urethane as deftly as I could. They don’t understand how surprised to see me as I was to
carefully
I prepared my mouth
see
them.
Introductions
went
simple it all is to me. Five years of practice can do wonders.
for the first bite, clearing it of
I arrive at my destination. Dorm West B. room up the stairs, all around and we fell back
all foreign flavors to create a
first on the right. A knock on the locked door receives no into the late night session.
clean canvas to be painted with
Five minutes later I asked
answer, but I am not disappointed. For outside the building is
By Mike Salisbury
the new senses of what is to
the most beautiful piece of yellow painted concrete that I have what time it was and suddenly
come. Placing the first half
ever had the pleasure of laying my eyes upon. It takes a trained it wasn't actually five minutes
I guess your bags are packed.
inch or so in my mouth, I sank
eye to notice things the way that a skateboarder does, every later. At 12:30 in the morning
I wish I had something to say.
my teeth down and felt them
little bit of architecture appears in our minds as a possible day we decided to give in to the
To
make
you
stay
break
through the outer shell of
feelings
of
sleep
and
the
of pleasure. Even indoors, it’s hard to stop thinking of ways
The cab is honking his horn.
chocolate and slide through the
that a desk or table could be tipped on its side just so and if calling of our soft beds. We
Becoming impatient.
layers of caramel and nougat
only I had a piece of half-inch plywood and a square foot of said our goodbyes to our new
And like that you’re leaving............
until they met their matching
friends and 1 walked the girls
sheet metal, oh would they be amazed at what I could do.
An awkward pause
set. I pulled the rest away and
It’s like butter. The magic smoothness of the yellow paint so back to their room.
You shift your weight from side to side
began to disassemble the
“You have to wait outside
wonderfully coating my little piece of heaven is such a blessing
Our
eyes
dodge
each
other.
different
parts of the candy in
Erik;
we
have
a
surprise
for
to me that at times I think it would be appropriate to compose
You say you’ll call...
my mouth.
a thank you letter and mail it to its inventor. Without the paint, you." they said to me as we
I tell you it’s ok if you don’t.
Continuing to eat it in this
it would still be a potential skate obstacle, but the blazing color drudged up the steps.
And this is how this dance goes
fashion took quite a bit of time,
“Why would they have a
adds more to it then anyone could imagine. With a simple
And this how the song is sung
and I was thoroughly enjoying
candle rescued from being discarded by my unknowing mother surprise for me." 1 thought
And we both go round and round
myself. Even at times I think I
as to how much it would mean to me, I diligently spend fifteen while pressing my ear against
Til
the
music
stops.
was making “mmm" noises
their
door
in
a
vain
attempt
to
or so minutes gently applying the wax to the edge of the sun
like in the commercials. If 1
hued concrete. Accounting for this seemingly minimal hear what was going on
was paying attention to the late
addition to the curb, countless more possibilities are forming in inside.
They called for me to come in and I kicked off my shoes and night people walking around me. I would most likely have seen
my mind. Time to put those to the test.
Nothing else matters when I am skating. Every concern dropped my belongings onto the floor. As I turned around a some pretty interesting looks being thrown my way. However,
disappears from my head and I focus entirely on the matter at glow appeared on the table in the middle of the kitchen. A every single ounce of my concentration was focused entirely on
hand; 5-0 to tail slide to front side shove-it out. A shout of single cupcake with a lit candle inserted into the middle made my treat.
Eating it as slowly as I possibly could still only consumed
exclamation arises from my mouth after perfectly landing this me smile. Handing me a thin plastic Target bag tied with a
about ten minutes of my night, but oh what a good ten minutes
intricate sequence of movements with less than 5 tries. People ribbon they told me it was a present.
“Why would you get me a present? It’s not my bir....oh wait, it was. I could feel the waves of pleasure coursing through my
walking by glance at me and I can only imagine what they
think of me sweaty, dirty, and gross from stumbling into the it is isn’t it?” I said as I tore into the bag revealing my gift. It body as the sugar was absorbed into my blood. Euphoria filled
mulch and wood chips that line the opposite edge of my curb. was a beautiful genuine leather bracelet with a metal star my mind and everything was suddenly brighter and more in
They don’t concern me. My palms could be tom open and attached to it. I immediately put it on and threw a model pose focus. My leg muscles extended and I arose from my hard
yellow seat. Walking back to my dorm. I must have appeared
dripping blood down my arms and stopping would still be out causing them to burst into laughter at my spontaneous action.
“Thanks you guys. Really, this is very nice of you,” I said as though I just won the lottery or something as equally life
of the question.
changing.
I guess there is something about skateboarders that makes with legitimate gratitude in my voice.
“You’re welcome, but now we’re kicking you out!” They
Of all the things that I could have done on my eighteenth
them attractive to certain types of girls and I have had the
fortunate experience of meeting two of those girls. Within the jokingly said as I gathered my things and put on my shoes and birthday, of all the millions of “normal" coming of age
activities that were possible; I chose to skateboard, eat a candy
span of a week they became my best friends and decided that coat. “See you bright and early tomorrow!"
Walking back to my dorm only takes a minute, but on that bar. and drink some coffee. The simple combination of these
they, too. wanted to skateboard. So they became my project.
By the end of the year I am going to make sure that they are night I thought of so many different ideas of how to end this came together to create the most incredible birthday that I have
getting their own set of people staring at them while they dodge amazing day and one stood out more in my mind than others. ever had.

By Erik Binggeser
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By Lindsey Weeks

drowning in a flood of stupidity. From question two until the end of
“Hey. buddy. This ain’t the line for the cappuccino!”
the paper, he’d flounder and sweat, glad for the curtain that saved
“Kind of a shame though, isn’t it?” Gregor stuck out his hand to
Gregor Sellig strongly disliked voting, and around this time of him from the watchful eyes of the voter-hawk committee.
greet the familiar man in front of him. “Haven’t seen you in a
year, wished he were a member of a thud world nation so as to free
Sure that Paul was gone, hopefully forever, he leaned forward and while." The man wore a buttoned flannel shirt and jeans, with
himself from the guilt induced by skipping out. This cold November eyed the line. The first ten or so were dressed in various shades of lightly scuffed work boots. He had a face made for cowboy hats and
morning, as he stood in the longest and most elderly voting line of bland and held things to help them stand. The woman closest to the the kind of tan acquired only through special relationships with the
his life, focusing on the zipper of his brown leather jacket, he voting room, their fearless leader, tilted against a walker. She outdoors. Gregor was glad he’d held strictly to his own position in
wondered why in the world he hadn’t bothered to fill out an absentee must’ve had something personally invested in this election, to drag the anti-fake-bake camp.
“Look who’s talking.” Marlboro Man reached to put something in
ballot, at the every least. He didn’t even care about this election. He herself and her contraption all the way to the center of such a
could’ve had fun with that, penciling in the arrows of whichever booming metropolis. She probably knew all about that first his back pocket and it fluttered to the floor. Gregor bent to pick it
candidate sounded most presidential, or congressional, or mayoral, proposal. She probably knew all about the first proposal. Ever. up, careful not to groan. Something told him the guy probably made
or however it was they were supposed to sound. He could’ve sat Gregor laughed to himself. He was only 45. He didn’t fear for the less noise chopping wood and hauling it by the armful than he did
getting out of bed every morning. He picked up Marlboro Man’s
listening to some classical music by the hearth, wearing the bifocals future. He’d hire a daughter to shoot him before he got too old.
he didn’t own and feeling informed and professorly. But he was
Speaking of daughters, he thought, turning to check out the other license, glancing at the name before handing it back. Patrick Dieter.
neither informed nor professorly. He was bitter and annoyed. end of things. He must’ve missed the girl directly behind him, in all Pronounced like teeter-totter. They’d been friends since elementary
Alright, so maybe he was professorly.
his arm crossing and meeting ending. “Hey there.” he heard himself school, back when Patrick kxiked more like a person and less like a
say. The girl kxiked at him and smiled, then cultural icon. The Pat he remembered hated anything to do with
As he stood rubbing the smooth area next
made a big show of reading a piece of paper standing up, much less performing hard labor in the cornfields, or
to his zipper and noting the way the color, a
light shade of horse, matched his shoes
taped to the wall. What did she think she whatever he was doing with himself these days.
“Where’ve you been lately? I ran into your mom yesterday. She’s
was, a model? He was supposed to feel
almost exactly, he felt a tap on his shoulder.
jilted, just because this younger woman felt doing pretty good, isn’t she?” He had a belt, also. Brown leather.
His first instinct was to look, of course, but By Annie Dunn
“Yeah, she is,” he said, ignoring the first question.
him too old. or too unattractive, or too
he’d long ago trained his neck to take it easy
“Bet she’s proud of her son, coming all the way back here to do his
boring to engage in conversation? She
in potentially unpleasant situations such as To this day
couldn’t be more than twenty, anyway. She civic duty. It’s been pretty divided about this proposal thing.”
this. Instead, he let out a questioning grunt. I can still smell her
“So I’ve heard!”
was wearing a college sweatshirt. He
He hoped this vocal outpour might convey That same perfume
“You know, I bet they’ll pick you, to interview. You look like you
suspected she didn’t know anything about
an air of importance and extreme Permeating from some other woman.
The softly spiced scent
got someplace better to be. That’s a pretty nice jacket.” He nodded.
intimidation.
this voting thing either.
"So, how about this voting thing?” he “Yeah. I think you’re it.” He clapped a hand on Gregor’s shoulder
“Excuse me, sir. I’m gonna have to see With flowers hidden beneath
Is the same smell
and let it rest for a moment. “Better start writing your speech,
some l.D.”
asked.
She put her hands in her sweatshirt pocket buddy.” He squinted an eye meaningfully at Gregor and walked
Gregor recognized the voice. Its familiar I knew by name
and kxiked him up and down. He hoped he away. People smiled at him as he passed.
nasal lilt had survived the ages. It spoke to So long ago
Gregor wished he would’ve winked. Winks were encouraging.
looked out of place enough to stick out from
him, and not about driver’s licenses. An But have forgotten
the crowd of aging townies, but not enough Squinting signified skepticism. It was one of the first body language
identification of a different sort. He wasn’t In the light of anger.
signals he’d picked up when he’d begun his most recent job. He
to appear awkward.
going to look up. People had to learn to take Is it “Dream,”
Or “Angel”
wished Pat would’ve asked for more information about what he did
“Yeah. Lots of people here.”
hints sometimes.
Clearly she was no better at conversing for a living. Not many people were familiar with the daily trials of
“Gregor. Gregor.” The man sung his Or some other brand name clothes designer?
than he was. He relaxed his shoulders a being a conflict manager. Technically, he wasn’t supposed to talk
name to the tune of “Daisy, Daisy,” and I do not remember...
little. "So, you go to college, I assume?” about it anyway, but out here he couldn’t imagine it would be a
stood too close to Gregor’s ear. He felt the They say smell
He pointed at her shirt and she looked concern. People in this town were very clearly represented by
same tickling, sixth-sense sensation that Is our greatest memory.
Patrick and Paul, in the hardworking group and the lowlife group.
down, as if to verify.
snuck up on him whenever he got his hair I wish I could stop smelling.
"Yeah,” she said. She smiled that way Pat’s crew would never watch reality TV in the first place. Paul’s
cut. His nerves became motion activated Stop remembering her.
that made her mouth jump to life but posse would watch it but not be smart enough to realize it was all
and he could feel the man behind him. A It’s been so long,
allowed her eyes to go on resting. Gregor rigged. Neither of them, in the long run, would care. They’d never
low-voltage electric wire in his neck told Oh. so long,
touched his nose and turned back to the know that in some parts of the country, people’s lives revolved
him the hand was looming closer, about to But to this day
around him.
front of the line.
touch his shoulder again. Gregor turned I can still smell her.
"Do you know what you’re going to say?” The girl in the college
Inching forward, he wondered why she
around.
“Paul!” He whirled in time to see the man’s hand flutter back to hadn’t asked him what he did for a living. He was obviously sweatshirt spoke to him without milking eye contact. “If you get
his side. “Long time, no see.” Immediately he felt a desire to retract involved in something far removed from this place. He checked his interviewed?”
“Well, to be honest, I don’t really know what he was talking
his statement. Paul’s eyes held all the comprehension of a portrait, watch. 10:(X) in the morning, and he’d hoped to be on the road by
and his face, while never what Gregor would’ve considered 9:30. His spot in relation to the green and orange papers on the wall about.” It felt gixxJ to let that out. Maybe next he could admit that
attractive, had become at some point horribly disfigured. His nose, indicated that he and the citizen brigade had been traveling at a rate he knew just as much about the proposal.
"Really? Wow.” She looked at him. “It’s just this thing the news
once red and bulbous from the alcohol he uskl to steal while on the of one step per minute. Gregor wondered if. applied to life in
job at the local convenience store, was now red with scar tissue. His general, this would be a respectable pace for progress. If every channel does. After anything important, they catch somebtxJy
mouth, also, was wider than Gregor remembered, though he wasn’t person in this voting line represented a potentially major discovery coming out the dixir and they interview them. It doesn’t matter who,
sure if this was an observation of the eyes or the imagination. He or movement, and it took them each an average of 55 steps and exactly.” She paused to reach into her pocket, and pulled out a
squinted into the face of his old friend, trying to see him minutes to fulfill that potential, how far would they have made it chapstick. “Sometimes they make really bad choices, and pick
from 8 a.m. until 10 a.m.? Would the light bulb have been invented?
mathematically.
~
~~~
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“Never thought I’d see your kind here again!” Paul gazed straight Tonight, by the time the polls closed, where would they be?
ahead and grinned, mouth open.
I’ll bet you didn’t, Gregor
thought, stifling a laugh.
“And,” Paul said, “I’m not blind!”
His eyes sprung back to life and
landed on Gregor, whose stomach
twisted into six separate knots.
“Of course not!” Gregor spoke
louder. It was a trick he’d picked up
from the office, realizing neither
that it was a trick, nor that he’d
picked it up, until this moment.
“Neither am I!” He took a step
forward. “Looks like the line’s
moving!”
What kind of jerk
pretended to be blind?
“So how’ve you been, Greggy?
Looking pretty slick. Is that
leather?”
Gregor knew he was looking
pretty slick. He’d been doing well.
He was wearing leather, after all.
And standing in this line, talking to
one character in the story of his life
he’d rather make up than remember,
Ortho Evra* The.
he felt like a moron. Crossing his
arms, he decided to treat this like a
only once-a-week
business meeting. Surely his old
birth control patch.
hometown knew business meetings.
They’d seen them on TV. They
The Ortho Evra* Pau h is as
weren’t that out of the loop. They’d
effective as The Pill (99%
even gotten a McDonald's, thought
used correctly) It’s w
their grilled chicken sandwiches
were greasier than what he was used
Wear it on yo
to, and they’d forgotten to give him
the sauce he’d plainly requested.
He never said they didn’t have a
little way to go.
“So that’s how this happened.”
Paul was winding down. Gregor
realized he’d never know the story
of the scarred nose, and felt a slight
vmT?*'
It's that
pang of regret. It might have been a
good one. It might have involved
cvra* is now the #1
alcohol. If it had, he could’ve
th control brand.
returned home after the mindHm any questions? See your healthnumbing three hour drive, and told
the story of the young drunken
care professional or contact us.
forgotten memory, and the way it
1-866-715-1650
had reappeared as an older, still
www.orthoevra.com
drunken, newly discovered chunk
of the past. He could exchange
On your body. Off your mind!
knowing snickers and nod when his
colleagues shook their heads and
said, “Some things never change,
eh?” Life would be so much better
if he could make it up. He sighed.
“You’re right, guess I’d better get
going.” Paul said. “Hey, though. 1
know you haven’t been around
much. Guess you don’t wanna tell
me what you've been doing, that’s
alright. But,” he leaned claser.
encroaching on electric neck
territory, “you should vote no on
that first proposal. Lot of us might
(Actual Sue)
be in trouble if you don’t.” He
straightened up animatedly and
it?'"---!?
(Actual Thkinees)
cleared his throat. “So! Maybe I’ll
• \ r TWr
be seeing you around. Come back
SL
and see us sometime, big shot." He
slapped Gregor on the leather and
walked off. nodding every so often
at voters he may or may not have
known.
■%
Gregor watched him go and made
a mental note about the proposal
v.
thing. He hated the part in the
%
' ;?• ■
voting process where he had to look
at the paper and commit to an
option. When he first stepped
SR WPORWNT t+OthAVON ON 0OU.OMNG R*GI
behind the curtain, sat down, and
filled in that presidential arrow, he
please HEAD important SAFFPr information The contraceptive patch contains hormones similar to those in birth control pills. Hormonal contraceptives are not for everybody
was top tier intellectual. He d
Most side effects of the contraceptive patch are not serious and those that are, occur infrequently Serious nsks. which can be life threatening, include blood clots, stroke or
heart attacks and are increased if you smoke cigarettes. Cigarette smoking increases the risk of serious cardiovascular side effects, especially if you are over 35 Women who use
single-handedly, with only his
hormonal contraceptives are strongly advised not to smoke. Some women should not use the contraceptive patch, including women who have blood* clots, certain cancers, a
number two pencil and his wits to
history of heart attack or stroke, as well as those v^>o are or may be pregnant The contraceptive patch does not protect against HIV or other sexually transmitted diseases
guide him. cancel out all the idiots
who were voting for all the wrong
things. And he’d ride that high all
the way to question number two,
where he’d inevitably crash to the
ground, because a piece of wood
and an intangible human quality do
nothing to save a person from
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ORTHO EVRA®

(NORELGESTROMIN / ETHINYL ESTRADIOL
TRANSDERMAL SYSTEM)
Pitientx should Qe countered that this product does not protect against HIV IntecBon (AIDS) and other sexually transmuted diseases

• only
ORTHO EVKA** s a combtnatwi transdermal contraceptive patch with a contact surface area
otMcm2 It contams 6 00 mg norMgestromin and 0 75 mg ethinyl estradiol (EE) andrattaess
150 micrograms of noretgestrom si and 20 irocrograms ot EE to the bloodstream per 24 hours
IMPORTANT NOTE - This Sdormatton is a BRIEF SUMMARY ot the complete prescribing
Information provided with the product and therefore should not be used as the basts tor
prescribing the product This summary was prepared by deteting trom the complete pr»scribing Xitometion certain text tables end references. The physician should be thorompily
teneher with tee complete prsscrtitng IntonnaBon before prescribing the product
INDICATIONS ANO USAGE ORTHO EVRA* s indicated lor the prevention ot pregnancy,
uke oral contraceptives ORTHO EVRA* a highly effective if used as recommended n the label
ORTHO EMM* has not bean

tfudtod tor end m not Mtcotod tor uso n emergency

Lon&ocoptton.
CONTRAINDICATIONS ORTHO EVRA* should not be used xi women who currently have the
toAowing conditions I Thrombophlebitis, thromboembolc disorders 2 A pest Iwtory of deep
van Ihrombophletxtis or thromboembolic disorders 3 Cerebrovascular or coronary artery
feease (currant or past hatory) 4 Valvular heart disease wtto complications 5 Severe hyper
tension 6 diabetes wfth vascular rNotvemenf 7 Headaches with focal neurological symptoms
8 Mayx surgery wlto prolonged xnmottKzation 9 Known or suspected caranoma ot the breast
or personal Natory of breast cancer 10 Carowma of the endometrium or ether known or
suspected estiogan-dependentneopiwaii Orxtagnoaed abnormal genMtteedngl 2. Oxtestasc
j&xidcs ot pregnancy or laudct with pnor txxmonal contraceptive use 13 Acute or chronic
hepatocellutN disease with abnormal kver function 14 Hepatic adenomas or carcinomas
15 Known or susprcted pregnancy 16 Hypersensitivity to any component ot this product
WARNINGS
Cigarette smoking increases the risk ot serious cardiovascular side effects
from hormonal contraceptive use This risk increases with age and with heavy
smoking (IS or more cigarettes per day) and is quits marked in woman
over 36 years of age Women who use hormonal contraceptives, including
ORTHO EVRA*, should be strongly advised not to smoke
ORTHO EVRA* and other contraceptives that cattail both an estrogen and a progestin are
celeb combination hormonal contraceptives There a no epidemiologic data available to
detormrw whether safety and efficacy with the tiansdermal route ot administration would be
different than the oral route Practitioners prescribing ORTHO EVRA* should be familiar with
toe totiowmg xitormatlai relating to daks
Tht use of combination hormonal contraceptives a associated with increased raks ot severei
serious conditions including myocardial infarction thromboembolism stroke hep*tic
neoplasia and galtkadder disease although the nsk of senous morbidity or mortality a very
small m healthy women without underlying risk (actors The nak of mortxdrty and mortality
increases significantly in toe presence of other undariying nsk factors such as hypertension
hypsriiptdemias obesity and diabetes
The xitormetion contained si toe package insert a prtnopNly based on stokes earned out In
women who used comOnation oral contraceptives with higher formulations of estrogens and
progestin* than those in common use today The effect of long-term use of combination
hormone! contraceptives with lower dosee of both estrogen and progestin admmiterec by any
route remains to be determined
Throughout the labeling epidemiological studies reported are of two types retrospective or
case control studies and prospective or cohort studies Case control studies provide a meas
ure ot the relative rak of a disease namely a ratio of the incidence of a disease among oral
contraceptive users to that among nonusers The relative nsk does not provide information
on the actual clinical occurrence of a disease Cohort studies provide a measure o' attributa
ble risk, which s the difference in the incidence of disease between hormonal contraceptive
users and nonusers The attributable risk does provide information about the actual occur
rence of a doease m the population (adapted from refs 2 and 3 wfth the author s parmasnni
For further information the reader s referred to a text on epidemiological methods
1 Thromboembolic Disorders And Other Vascular Problems s. Thromboembolism An
increased risk of toromboemboiic and thrombotic disease associated with toe use of hormonal
contraceptives a wed established Case control studies have found the relative risk of users
compared to nonuaers to ba 3 tor the first episode of superficial venous thromtxw* 4 to 11
tor deep vast thromtxws or pulmonary embolism and 1.5 to 6 for woman with predaposmg
commons for venous thromboembelic disease Cohort studies have shown the relative risk to
be somewhat lower about 3 tor new cases and about 4 5 tor new cases requiring hoapMiaHon The rt*k of thromboembolic disease associated with hormonal contraceptives is not
related to length of use and daappearc after hormonal contraceptive uses stopped A two- to
tour-told mease m relative nsk of post-operative thromboembolic compHcatione he* been
reported wftn toe use of hormonal contraceptives The relative risk of venous thrombosis n
woman who have prednposmg commons a twice that ot women without such medical con
ditions it feasible hormonal contracettoves should ba dacontinued at least four weeks pnor
to and lor two weeks after elective surgery of a type associated veto »n increase n rite of
toromboembotem and during and following prolonged mmotxluabon Since the immedwte
postperium period a also associated with an increased risk ot thromboemboliim hormonal
contraceptives should be started no earlier than four weeks after dekvery n women who elect
not to breast-teed .in the targe ckmcal tnats (N» 3,330 with 1 704 women- years of exposure)
one case of non-fatai pulmonary ambokam occurred during ORTHO EVRA* use «nd one case
of post operative non-fatai pulmonary emboksm was reported tokowmo ORTHO EVRA* use It
• unknown if the rite o< venous torombosmboiism with ORTHO EVRA* use a different than
with usa of combination or* contraceptives As with any combination hormonal corttracep
tives the camoan should be alert to toe earliest manifestations of IhromPotc daorders (torom
hopMetxbs. puknonary emboksm csrebrovaacular (Headers and retinal thrombosis) Should
any of these occur or be suspected ORTHO EVRA* should be discontinued immedieteiy
b Myocanltel infarction An increased nte of myocardial ittarction has been attnbuted to
hormonal contraceptive um TTxe rite ■ pnmartfy n smokers or women with other underlying
rite factors tor coronary irtary disease such as hypertension hypercholesterolemia morbid
obesity and diabetes The reietive rite of heart attack tor current hormonal contraceptive users
has been estimated to be two to six compared to non-users The nte a Mry tow under the age
ol 30 Smoking In comtxnabon with oral contraceptive use has been shown to contribute sub
stantial to toe incidence of myocardial infarctions In women »i their mld-toirbes or older with
smoking accounting tor toe mapytty of excess cases Mortality retas assoc iated with :railslory dtoease have been teovwi to increase substantially msmoksrs especially n those 35 years
of age and older among women vriio use oral contraceptives Hormonal contraceptives may
compound toe effects of wet-known nte factors such m hypertension diabetes hyperisxdemise age and obesity in particular some progestine are known to decrease HOI choles
terol and cause glucose intolerance wtoke estrogens may create a state of hypemstirxsm
Hormonal contraceptives have been shown to ncreaae blood preset** among soma users isee
Section 9 n WARNINGS) Simitar effects on rite factors have been associated with an ncreaMd
nte of heart disease HormonN contraceptives ndudtog ORTHO EVRA* must be used with
caution n women with cardiovasajMr disease nte factors Norgestimate and norelgastromn
have maxmN androgen* activity isae CUMCAL PHARMACOLOGY n tut Prescribing Ittormstioni
There a some evidence that toe ri* of myocardial infarction associated with hormone!
contiacsptives a lower when the progeatin has minimal androgsme activity toan when toe
activity a greeter c Carebrovaecuter dteaana Hormonal corttracsptives hava bean tfiown
to ncreaae boto toe relative and mnbutaoie naks of carebrovaKiter events (thrombotic and
hemorrhagic stoftae) allhough n general toe nte is greatest among otoer (>35 years)
tiyperienaiva woman wtoo also smoka Hypartenaionwntoixid to baa nte factor tor both umts
and nonuMrs tor txtth types of stiokea and smotung nteracted to ncreaae the rtte ot stoke
In a large stody the retetive rtte of torombotic strokes has bean shown to rsnge from 3 for
rxymotenawe users to 14 tor users wfto severe hypertentexi The relative rtte of hemonhagx.
stroke a reported to be 1.2 tor non-smokers v*x> used hormonal oorteacaptives 2 6 for smok
era who did not usa hormonN contraceptives 7 8 tor smokers wtoo used hormonal contra
captives 1.8 tor notmolenaew users and 28 7 tor users iMtineiter*tiK)sttena«i TheMtitxAaMe
rite a Mo greater nokter woman d Boa* related rtte ct vaacuter dtesee* from hormonal
uoHticaptivaa. A positive association has bssn observed between to* amount ct estrogen
and progeatin n hormonal contieceptivea ted the rtte ot vaanAar (tsesae A dedtoe In sewn
Np-denNiy tpoprotaina (HOU has been reported with many progestational agents A dectna
to asrom huh- danteytooprotaes has been aasnoeted wfto an ncrsaaad ncxtenca ct Ncharnc
heart dtoeaM Because estrogens ncreaae H(X cholesterol toe net effect of a hormonal con
traesptive danendaon , batence achieved bstwasn doass ot estrogen and progsten and toe
activity of toe progsebn used si toe contieceptivea The activity and amount ot both homone*
shouttf be contetered in toe chon* of a hormonal contraceptive e. Persistence ot rite of weouM dteeaar Thar* are two storks* toat have shown pareteence ol rtte ct viacuks (tesast
tor ever users ol combnabon hormonal onntrarettivwi to a study to to* United Steles tosnte
of dsvstoptng myocerdte xtterction affsr Macotttlnuing comtxnatxxi hormonal cottracsptivea
pastes tor al least 9 yean tor woman 40-49 years wtio had ueed oomtitoation hormonal contiacaptNaa tor flva or more years but to* ncraasad rtte was noi demonetiited n other sge
groups to another study In Great Britan the nte ol devstopng cerebrovascular Mae**#
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aMxxjtfi ***** rtte was vary smte However both studies ware performed wtth comtxnetion
hormonal cotoceptiv* tormutettona oontentog 50 micrograms or higher ot safttign » a
unknown whether ORTHO EVRA* a dtetnet from otar combeistion hormonal cxtofrscetttNss
wtih regard to toe ocaxrenc* ol venous aid arterial toromboaa l Estimate* Ot MortNNy
gathered (MU from a variety
From CartelInatton Hormonal Contiaceptive U—r On*
Oi* study
l
i associated wfto different methods of
of sourcaa toat hava rotimated toe mors

contraception at different ages These estimates include the combined nsk ot death associ
ated wtto contraceptive methods plus the risk attnbutable to pregnancy in the event ol method
failure Each method of contraception has its specific benefits and risks The study concluded
toat with toe exception of combination oral contraceptive users 35 and older wtio smoke and
40 and older who do not smoke mortality associated with all methods of bvto control is low
and below toat associated with chkdtxrtiv
The observation ot a possible increase in nte ot mortality with age tor combination oral con
traceptive users s based on data gathered xi the 1970 s but not reported until 1983 Current
ckmcal recommendation involves the use of lower estrogen d(»e formulations and a careful
consideration of nsk factors m 1989 toe Fertility and Maternal Health Drugs Advisory Committee
was asked to review toe use of combination hormonal contraceptives in women 40 years of
age and over The Committee concluded toat although cardiovascular rtsease risks may be
ncleased with compilation hormonal contraceptive use after age 40 m healthy non smoking
women (even with toe newer low-dose formulations), there are also greater potential health
risks associated with pregnancy m older women and with toe alternative surgical end medical
procedures that may be necessary if such women do not have access to effective and acceptable
means ot contraception The Committee recommended toat toe benefits of low-dose combi
nation hormonal contraceptive use by healthy non-smoking woman over 40 may outweigh the
possible risks Although the data are maxity obtained with oral contraceptives ton s likely to
apply to ORTHO EVRA* as well Women of at ages who use comtxnabon hormonal contra
ceptives, should use (he lowest possible dose formulation that s effective and meets the indi
vidual patient needs 3. Carcinoma Of The Reproductive Organs And Broasta: Numerous
epidemiological studies give conflicting reports on toe relationship between breast cancer and
COCuse The rtsk of having breast cancer diagnosed may be skghtty increased among current
and recent users of combination oral contraceptives However this excess rtsk appears to
decrease over time after COC discontinuation and by 10 years after cessation toe increased
nsk disappears Some studies report an released nsk with duration of use while other stud
ies do not and no consistent relationships have been found wtto dose or type of steroid Some
studies have found a small increase m nsk for women wtio first use COC* before age 20 Most
studies show a similar pattern of nsk with COC use regardless of a womans reproductive
history or her family breast cancer history. In addition breast cancers diagnosed m current or
ever oral contraceptive users may be less ckneaty advanced toan in never-ueers Woman who
currently have or have had breast cancer should not use hormonal contraceptives because
breast cancer a usually a hormonally sensitive tumor Some studies suggest that combination
oral contraceptive use has been associated wtto an increase In the rite ot cervical intraep
ithelial neoplasia r some populations ot women However there continues to be controversy
about the extent to which such findings may be due to dffferencee in sexual behavior id other
factors in spite of many studies of the relationship between oral contraceptive use and breast
and cervical cancers a cause-and-effect relationship has not been established it is not known
whether ORTHO EVRA* is distinct from oral contraceptives with regard to the above state
ments A Hepatic Neoplasia: Benign hepatic adenomas are associated wtth hormonal con
traceptive use. although the incidence of benign tumors is rare In the United Slates Indirect
calculations have estimated the attnbutable nak to be >i the range of 3.3 caaeVl 00.000 tor
users a nte that increases after tour or more years of use especially with hormonal contra
ceptives containing 50 micrograms or more of estrogen Rupture of benign, hepatic adenomas
may cause death through mtra-abdommal hemorrhage Studies from Britain and the US have
shown an increased nsk of developing hepatocellular carcinoma in long tarm f> 8 years) oral
contraceptive users However, these cancers are extremely rare xi the U S and toe attrtbuta
ble nsk (the excess incidence) of liver cancers xi oral contraceptive users approaches less toan
one per million users It • unknown whether ORTHO EVRA* 8 distinct from oral contraceptives
In th« regard 5. Ocular Lesions There have been dlmcal case reports of retrial thrombosis
associated with the use of hormonal contraceptives ORTHO EVRA* should be discontinued if
there is unexplained partial or complete loss of vision, onset of proptoeis or diplopia
papilledema or retinal vascular lesions Appropriate diagnostic and therapeutic measures
should be undertaken immediately 8. Hormonal Contraceptive Use Before Or During Early
Pregnancy: Extensive epetemmogcal studies have revealed no increased rtsk of birth defects
In women who have used oral contraceptives prior to pregnancy Studtos also do not indicate
a teratogenic effect, particularly xi so tar as cardiac anomalies and Kmb reduction defects are
concerned vrfien oral contraceptives are taken xiadvertenffy during early pregnancy Combination
hormonal contraceptives such as ORTHO EVRA* should not be used to induce withdrawal bleed
xig as a test tor pregnancy ORTHO EVRA* should not be used during pregnancy to treat threat
ened or habitual abortion It s recommended that tor any patient vtoo has mssed two consecutive
periods, pregnancy should ba ruled out If the patient has not adhered to the prescribed sched
uie tor toe use of ORTHO EVRA* the possibility of pregnancy should ba considered at toe time
of toe first mased period HormonN contraceptive use should be discontinued if pregnancy a
confirmed 7 Gallbladder 0 Is ease: Earlier studies have reported an increased lifetime rela
tive nte of gallbladder surgery Xi users of hormonal contraceptives and estrogens More re
cent studies however have shown that the relative nte of developing gallbladder daease among
hormonN contracaptive users may ba minimal The recant findings of nuamN risk may ba re
lated to toe use of hormonN contraceptive tormuletions contaxxng lower tormonN doses of
estrogens and progestins Comtxnetion hormonN contraceptives such as ORTHO EVRA* may
worsen exsting gatbladdar disease and may accatorite the devetopment ot toa disease In
previously asymptomibc women Women with s history of combination hormonal
contraceptive-related chotostasa are more Hkaly to have the condition recur with subsequent
combination hormonN contraceptive use 8. Carbohydrate And UpM Metabolic Effect*:
HormonN contraceptives have been shown to cause a decrease xi giucoee tolerance xi some
users However xi toe non-diabetic woman comtxnatxxi hormonN contraceptive* appear to
have no effect on tasting blood giucoee Prediabebc and diabetic women xi particular should
be carefully monitored wide tNang combtoetton hormonN contraceptives such as ORTHO EVRA*
to dm cai tnNs with orN contraceptives contemmg etoxiyt estradiol and norgestimate there
were no cknicatiy togmficanl changes m tasting blood glucose laves There were no dmlcNty
significant changes in glucose levels over 24 cycles of use Moreover giucoee tolerance tests
showed no ckrxcaty significant changes from baseline to cycles 3 12 and 24 to a 6-cycle
ckmcN trtel with ORTHO EVRA* there were no ckmcalty significant changes m tasting blood
glucose from baseline to end ot treatment A small proportion of woman will have persistent
hypertrigtycendemia while taking hormone: contraceptives As discussed earlier see WARN
iNGSlaandld) changes si aerum tnglycartdaa and tpoprotam levels have bean reported to
hormonN contraceptive users 9 Elevated Blood Pressure: Woman with signitlcNit hyper
tension should not ba started on hormonN contraception Wtomen with a hatory of hyperten
Sion or hypertension related diseases or renN daaase should ba encouraged to uee another
method of contraception if women elect to use ORTHO EVRA* they should be monitored closely
and if a cknicNly significant elevation ot blood prassue occurs. ORTHO EVRA* should be
discontinued For moat women elevated blood preswre w* return to normN after stopping
hormonN contraceptives aid there a no difference to toe ocoerence of hypertension between
lormar and never user* An ncreaae to blood pressure has been reported m women taking
hormonN contraceptives and tha increase a more tkNy xi okter hormonN contraceptive users
and with extended duration of us* Date from the Royal College ct General Practitioners and
subsequent randomUed trials have shown that the incidence of hypertension increases with
increasing progestational activity 10 Headache: The onset or exacerbation ot migraine
headache or the devetopment of headache with a new pattern that a reaxrent persatent or
severe requxa* dacontinuetlon of ORTHO EVRA* and evNuetion of the cauee 11 BteeWng
irregularities Breeklhmugh bieedtog and spotting are sometimes meaner»d xi vromen uNng
ORTHO EVRA* Non-hormonN cause* should be coneteered and adequate diagnostic meas
ures tteen to rote out matgnency other (Mhotogy. or pregnancy r the event of breakthrough
bleeding as xi the caae of any NvxxmN vagmai Needing II pathology ha* been exetoded time
or a change to another contraceptive product mey resolve tie Meedtog to tie event amen
onhee pregnancy should be ruled out before initiating uee of ORTHO EVRA* Some women
mey encounter amenorrhea or okgomenonhe* after discontinuation of hormonN contiecep
tive uee aapenaty when such s condition was ore existent Bleeding Patterns m toe dkxcN
trials most women started the* wrtodrewN Needing on to* fourth dev of the drogue#
interval aid toe medten duration of witodrawN Nssang wee 5 to 6 (leys wi average 28% of
woman par cycle had 7 or more MN (My* ot titeedtog andtor spotting (Its MtitM boto with
■ Ectopic i
draws! flow and breakthrough Needing andfrx spotting) 12 Maptc I
t
wet «s intrauterine pregnancy mey occur tol ccontraceptivei (Mires

with body weight ’196 toe (90 kg) toan to women wfto lower body weights 2. Physical
f xemmjrtkm And FoSow Up it a good medcN practice tar women using ORTHO EVRA* at
tor at woman to have annual medleN evNuetion and physical examtnsttoni The physic*
eiamtoetkxi however may be deferred irtt after nffiefton of hormonN contraceptives K
requested by toe woman and judged appropriate by tot drecMn The physical eiamxwtion
should include specM reference to Mood pressure brearts abdomen and pelvic organs
including ceneeN cytology and relevant laboratory teste to case of txntiagnoeed persMentar
recurrent NsxsmN vagmN Heeding appropriate measles ffxxtd be conducted to role out
malignancy or otoer pathology titomen with a strong tamty haatoxy ol bre«l cancer or etoo
have bread nodules should be monitored with particular an 3. UMd Dtoard** Women
who are being treated tor hypsrtpMwnlti should be totowed doedy t they elect to use
ORTHO EVRA" Some progestine may eteveli 101 levNiind may rendar tot contiol of hyper
Hpidemia* more difficult 4. Liver Function: it pundtoe develop* to any woman using
ORTHO EVRA* to* medcation should be diecontirued The hormone* xi ORTHO EWA* mey
be poorly metibotred n petiente veto xnpaired Mr AdCtion 5 Fluid Retention Steroid hor
monas Ike those to ORTHO EWA* mey cauee some degree ot fluid retention ORTHO EVRA*
shoitd be prescribed wfto caution ot) only veto cerefiX monhoring xi petwrwt wfto condtitora
which might Be aggravated by Bud retention 8 Emotional Oteordn Wonwn vtoo become
syvficentiy depressed while using combtoetion hormonN contraceptives such as
ORTHO EVRA* shoitd stop to* medtoatton and um aratoar method ol cortoeception xi v at
tempi to dstermxi* etoether tot symptom a drug relsM Women veto ( hMory of deprreNon
Niouk) be cerefuty obeerved ot) ORTHO EWA* dacontirxwd S Ngntocart deprewon occurs
7 Contact 1 enter Contact lane warns who deretop vwuN change* or changre nianstoiwanc* sfxxtd be awnmed by an ophtaeknotopN 1 Drug Inter**** ChdSM to ContiMUM
Effectiveness Astiocultd will Co-Mmxsitraoon of Utoer Dnn Corraceptiv* effectiveness
mey be reduced when hormonN contiaceptivee ot co administered W» some arttoktecs

antitungais anticonvulsants and otoer drugs that mease metaboksm of contraceptive steroids
The could result xi unxitended pregnancy or braNdhrough Needing Examples include bartx
turates gnseofulvm ntarnpm phenylbutazone, pbenytom carbamazepxie telbamate oxcar
bazepine topiramate and possibly with ampcillxi The proposed mechanam of interaction of
antibiotics a different from that ot liver enzyme-inducing drugs Literature suggests possible
nterections witii the concomitant use of hormonal contraceptives and ampcillxi or tetracy
dire to a pharmacokxietic drug interaction study, oral administration of tetracycline HCI,
500 mg q i d tor 3 days pnor to and 7 days during wear of ORTHO EVRA* did not significantly
affect the pharmacokinetics of norelgestipmin or EE Several of the anti-HW protease inhibitors
have been studied with co-adminatration of oral combination hormonal contraceptives,
significant changes (increase and decrease) to the mean AUC of the estrogen and progestin
have been noted xi some cases The efficacy and safety of oral contraceptive products may be
affected it a unknown whether the applies to ORTHO EVRA* Healthcare professionals should
refer to toe label of toe individual anti-HIV protease inhibitors tor further drug-drug interaction
information Herbal products containing St John's Wort (hypericum perforatum) may induce
hepatic enzymes (cytochrome P450) and p-glycoprotem transporter and may reduce the
effectiveness ot contraceptive steroids The mw also result xi breakthrough bleeding Increase
in Plasma Hormone Levels Associated vnth Co-Administered Drugs, Co-edmirestretion ot
atorvastetxi and certain oral contraceptives containing ethinyl estiadux increase AUC values
for ethinyl estradiol by approximately 20% Ascortxc acid and acetaminophen may Increase
plasma etoxiyt estradiol levels possibly by inhibition of conjugation CYP 3A4 nhkXtors such
as itraconazole or ketoconazoie may increase plasma hormone levels Changes JT Plasma Levete
9( Co-Administered Dross ComNnation hormonal contraceptives containing some synthetic
estrogens (e g . etoxiyt estradiol) may inhibit the metabNism of other compounds increased
plasma concentrations of cyctosponne prednisolone and theophylline have been reported wtth
concomitwit administration of oral contraceptives In addition oral contraceptives may toduce
the conjugation of other compounds Decreased plasma concentrations of acetaminophen and
increased clearance of temazepam salicylic acid, morphine and dofibnc acid have been noted
when these drugs were administered with Orel contraceptives Although noretgestrom in and
its metabNites inhibit a variety of P450 enzymes xi human liver microsomes, to* clinical
consequence of such an interaction on the levels of other concomitant medications a likely to
bensignificant Under the recommended doaxig regimen, the to vivo concentrations ofnoreigestromto and its metabNites even at the peek serom levels are relatively low compared to the
mbtxtory constant (Ki) (based on results of xi vffro studies) Health care protessionNs are
advised to also refer to prescribing information of co-adminatered drugs for recommendations
regarding management of concomitant therapy 9. Interaction* With Laboratory Teete: Certain
endocrine and liver function tests and blood components may be affected by hormonN
contraceptives a increased prothrombin and factors VII V* (X and X decreased antithromNn 3; increased norepinephrine-induced platelet aggregaNlity b increased thyroid binding
globulin (TBG) leading to xicreased cxculatxig total thyroid hormone, as measured by protein
bound iodine (PEII), T4 bycokxnn or by radkxmmunoassay Free T3 resto uptake a decreased
reflecting the elevated TBG tree T4 concentration a unaltered c Other binding proteins may
be elevated xi serom d Sex hormone binding gtobukns are increased and result to elevated
levels of total circulating endogenous sex steroids and corticoids however tree or NNogeaity
active levels either decrease or remain unchanged e Triglycerides may be xicreased and
levels of venous other Hptds and lipoproteins may be affected f Glucose tolerance may be
decreased g Serom folate levels may be depressed by hormonN contraceptive therapy TTW
may be of clinical significance If a woman becomes pregnant shortly after discontinuing
ORTHO EVRA* 10 Cerdnoqeneel* Ho carcinogenicity studies were conducted with noretge
Stromxi However bridging PK studies were conducted using doses of NGM/EE which were
used previously m the 2-year ret carcinogenicity study and 10-year monkey toxicity study to
support the approval of ORTHO-CYCLEN »id ORTHO TR1-CYCLEN under NDAs 19-653 and
19-697 respectively The PK studies demonstrated that rats and monkeys were exposed to 16
and 8 times the human exposure respectively with the proposed ORTHO EVRA* transdermal
contraceptive system Norelgestromin was tested m In-vitro mutagenicity assays (bacterial plate
incorporation mutation assay CHO/HGPHT mutation assay chromosomal aberration r

Category XlHHHi____
its reproductive toxicity to a rabbit developmental toxicity study by the SC route of admmatration Doses NO, 1,2,4 and 6 m®/Vg body weight, vrtkch gave systemic exposure N approxi
matety 25 to 125 times the human exposure with ORTHO EVRA* were admmaterad dally on
gestation days 7-19 Malformations reported were pew hyperttexton at 4 and 6 rnglkg and
paw hyperextension and Neff palate at 6 mgdig 12 Nursing Mothers: The effects N
ORTHO EVRA* xi nursing mothers have not been evaluated and are unknown. Small amounts
N combustion hormonN contraceptive steroids have been identified to toe mHk N nursing
mothers and a tew adverse effects on the child have been reported including jaundice and
breast enlargement in addition combination hormonN contraceptives given xi the postpartum
period may interfere with lactation by decreasing the quantity and quality N breast mtk. Long
term totow-up N xifants whose mothers used combustion hormonN contraceptives wtoile breast
feeding has shown no deleterious effects However, the nursing mother should be
advised not to use ORTHO EVRA* but to use other forms of contraception until she has com
pletely weaned her cited 13. Pediatric tier. Safety and efficacy N ORTHO EVRA* have been
estabtahed xi women N reproductive age Safety and efficacy are expected to be the same tor
post-pubertal adolesce,its under the age ot 16 and tor users 16 years and older Use N this
product before menarche a not indicated 14. Geriatric tier Tha product has next been stud
ied xi women over 65 years N age and Is not indicated in tha population 18. Sexuaity
Trenwitittwl Oteaeeee: Patients should be counseled that tha product does not protect against
HIV infection (AIDS) ot) other sexually transmitted diseases 16 Pitch Adhesion: Experience
wtth more toan 70.000 ORTHO EVRA* patches worn tor contraception tor 6-13 cycles showed
that 4 7% N patches were replaced because they either fell off (1 8%) or were partly detached
(2 9%) Slmllarty m a small study N patch wear under conditions N physicN exertion and variabie temperature and humidity, less than 2% N patches were replaced tor complete or partial
detachment it the ORTHO EVRA* patch becomes parhNIy or completely detached end
remaxis detached insufficient drug delivery occurs A patch should not be reapplied rill 8 no
longer sticky if it has become stuck to itself or another surface if it has other materlN stuck
to It or If« has become loose or fallen off before if a patch cannot be re-applied, a new patch
should be applied immediatefy Supplemental adhesives or wraps should not be used to hold
the ORTHO EVRA* patch xi pike If a patch a partially or completely detached tor more than
on* day (24 hours or more) OR if the woman a not sure how long the patch has been detached
she may not be protected from pregnancy She should stop toe current contraceptive cycle and
start * new cycle immedieteiy by applying a new patch Back-up contraception such « condona spermicide or diaphragm must be used tor toe first week N toe new cycle
INFORMATION FOR THE PATIENT: See Patient Package Insert
ADVERSE REACTIONS: The most common adverse events reported by 9 to 22% N women
using ORTHO EVRA* xi cknicN trials IN* 3.330) were toe following, xi order of decreasing
incidence breast symptoms headache application site reaction, nausea upper respiratory
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people who don’t know anything,
and then everybody looks stupid."
She swiped the tube across her lips
twice and put the cap back on.
“Why do you come all the way here
to vote? When you don’t really live
here?”
Gregor crossed his arms. His
jacket pulled tighter around his
shoulders. He’d liked her better
before she came out of her shell. “I
live here, technically. I grew up
here. I have a house a mile down
the road.” He pointed with his
thumb. “I just haven’t been to it in
about five years. That’s all.” He
smiled, suddenly aware of his
crossed arms.
“Plus it’d be a total hassle to
relocate your whole family back
over here. I’m sure.”
“Well. I work in the city, so I stay
there on a more permanent basis.”
He began to turn back toward the
front of the line.
Family
discussions weren’t his strong suit.
A lot of that had to do with how he
didn’t have one of his own. It was
an extreme and extremely common
source of discomfort in his life. He
hadn’t told anyone at work that
he’d be driving all the way home.
The excuse he’d decided on had
been a dentist’s appointment that
would unexpectedly go awry and
require two immediate fillings. He
hadn’t even told his mom he was
coming back. Earlier he’d thought
about stopping by, but the idea ot
trying to leave after such an
extended absence made him
squirm.
The orange and green papers on
the wall were well behind him now,
and a bright blue flier with the bold
black heading “Proposal 1 ” was the
final colorful landmark between
Gregor and the curtain. The rest of
the words were too small to make
out. He willed the line to move
faster, so they could edge forward
another five feet and he could settle
upon a stance and not embarrass
himself in public.
As soon as the letters came into
focus, he began skimming the flier.
He’d read, “The issues of Proposal
1 deal with...,” when the official
woman at the official voting
committee desk cleared her throat
loudly and gestured for him to
approach the table. His eyes
searched for a few extra hints, and
came away with “elderly,” and
“funding,” before he headed past an
angry man yanking his baseball cap
harder on his head toward the
committee.
“I’m sony, there was a bit of a
problem there. Did you need to
review the information one last
time?” She pointed at the paper.
He flushed and looked at the
people in line behind him. The
fearless leader was supposed to
inspire confidence. “No, I’m fine,”
he said, smiling tightly. “We can go
ahead.”
He filled out the small rectangular
sheet with his name and correct
address, after he’d accidentally
written and scratched out the other
one, and verified that he did indeed
live in the town. Finally, he entered
the booth. The curtain, red and
velvet, was heavy. He sat down and
grasped the number two pencil,
examining the document he was to
fill out. It looked like a scroll. He
felt medieval, filling in the first
arrow.
Only four words offered
themselves to Gregor for the
second issue. Proposal One: Yes,
No.
No help whatsoever.
Unzipping his jacket, he tried to
piece together what he knew of the
puzzle. He knew Paul was a
lowlife, and wanted him to vote No.
He knew Patrick was aware of the
gravity of the proposal, one way or
the other. He knew the sweatshirt
girl was probably waiting ten feet
away for him to finish, and the
longer he took, the more she’d
think he was some kind of brainless
loser. He knew elderly people had
a lot invested in the outcome, and
he knew his mom was elderly. He
also knew, or hoped, that he
wouldn’t be living here when he
got old.
All this was irrelevant, he thought
as he took off his jacket, because
even if he had emotions bleeding
from his heart about the elderly and
the town, he still wouldn’t know if
Yes was better for them, or if it was
a No they were after. He still didn’t
know. There was no point even
trying. He ground his pencil into
the table once and began arbitrarily
and lightly filling in arrows.
He avoided eye contact as he fed
the scroll to the scroll-eating robot,
and took an I Voted! sticker mainly
because he felt obligated. Walking
past the line, jacket draped across
his forearm, he concentrated on
folding the circular sticker into as
many halves as he could. By the
time he reached the door, he was
holding a tiny, shiny pie slice.
He was about to flick the slice to
the gravel outside the building
when two men approached. Gregor
looked at their feet.
“Excuse me, sir! Would you like
to comment on the election today?
What do you think of Proposal
Oner

He continued and watched the
ground. To show he didn’t mean
any disrespect, he tilted his head
sideways a little, smiled, and shook
his head. When he reached his car,
he put his jacket back on. The pie
slice almost went into the ash tray,
but it seemed unnecessary, 90 he
threw it in the cup holder instead,
and began the long drive back
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- YOU
CONNECTION
LOST
By Bridget Stang
Dancing in your glittering gaze
Looking into your eyes
We were there —
Riding a wave of connection
We didn’t have to speak
As we quietly listened to each others’
thoughts
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CRACK! A flash of lightning
We were knocked overboard
Plunged into the depths
Murky, sorrowing undertow drowning us
We were sinking away from each other
Sinking away, drowning in the depths
Of murky sorrow
Screaming at each other
Unable to listen
Connection lost at sea
So far away from each other
Where are we?

1 look into your eyes
As 1 stand still in your grimacing gaze

CLORJFYINC
THE FACADE
By Laura Worth
Always saved
the best seat in the house
glorifying the facade
you clung to —
beckoning
for our love to
procure wings and
light into the
silent picture blur...
Now the lights
dangle.
music
crouches —
intensified introversion
drowns out the
gaping greedy mouth —
the born atrocities
of your demise
programmed to black out
all rhyme and reason
into star-struck disillusionment

DISSOLUTION
By Annie Dunn
I lost myself.
I lost the ability to be me.
I remember her in Lyle
looking over the gorge,
a shy little girl
at the age of four.
I remember when
she still believed in unicorns
and enjoyed the sound
a bubble gum bubble made
when she blew it to its brink
and it would *POP!*
I remember her
when she still wore
her gray T-shirt with
“U.P. — Someplace Special”
written on it.
Then again, a little later
when all she ever wore
were her black Vans.
She was so happy
but still so innocent.
She was such a sweet child
picking jaundice yellow apples
in the backyard for her daddy.
The smell of ripening and rotting apples
mixed sweet and pungently intoxicating
tickling her nose
as she daydreamed of
adulthood.
High school was like Thanksgiving;
filled with delicacies and on the side
the sweet cranberries
that left such a bitter aftertaste.
I can remember her in high school
feeding pills daily to Hazel,
her chocolate lab,
sometimes forcing the pills down
just to keep her alive,
to keep the seizures at bay,
and I can remember her
on that day when she came home
to find the dog had run away,
missing her pills.
Days gone by and
the realization
of what Hazel had done
just broke her heart.
I can see that little girl
but I do not know her.
Thinking of her is like
a pill sliding down
the back of your throat —
bitter and hard
then gone and dissolved.

By Katie Gregory
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By Jaslyn Gilbert
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10235-95 42nd Avenue
Allendale, Michigan 49401

www.campusviewhousing.com

Best value for GVSU students

Great housing without blowing your budget
Convenient parking and just a few steps from campus
In a beautiful arbor-like setting

3,9 or 12 month lease
Full Bath & Shower • Fully Furnished • Air Conditioning • Cable TV • DSL
Recreation Room [Billiard Tables] • Modern Kitchen Appliances
Swimming Pool • Same day maintenance for any reasonable request
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ZOMBIES

OF MXSS
PRODUCTION
By Laura Worth
isotropic bourgeoisie
blinking barcode thoughts
trampled sulfur ingenuity
on burning flesh
the systematic execution of
fungus eating maniacs
the untouchable drug fiends
providers of perceptive understanding
who remains but the monotonous
the zombies of mass production
slaving in cubicle dreams
malls of sterile thought
partitioned into this and that
atrophied limbs
of a cancerous existence
blinding hospital white
these rancid bullet-splatters
on an ideologically silenced world

SPIDER XS
X TH EME
By Forrest Karbowski
All summer, I left that window open
letting the sweet breeze kiss me good
night.
A spider grew accustomed to that
new space
and branched out, weaving a home
where there had been nothing.
Well, spider, the cool breeze is
growing chill
and I can't sleep without a blanket
embrace.
Thanks for the company and the
inspiration,
but silk as it can be, your web holds
no shelter for me.
Hidden beauty revealed by summer's
last sunray
Glimmer one last time to make my
breath
Stop.
Maybe regret will cross my mind
But the time has come,
and if 1 want no pain I won't look
back.
Spider, how’s it going to feel
when the pane comes crashing
down?
!■

By Magdalene Law

X

Summer's dead to stay.
This web you've weaved your heart
into
will suddenly be nothing.
I guess that's an apt analogy.

URN
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FXIK-SEXSON FBJENDS
By Molly Kruko
Summer
Stars explode in the back of her eyes, wind whips through her hair.
She looks into a galaxy full of potential (through windshield from drivers seat).
Wondering if she has what she really wanted, turning up the radio, turning.
Grasping at his arm, telling him to tell her all about it.
He Uilks about girls that are not her. she turns the volume dial again - up.
And she listens its well as that old twisted maple tree doesn’t, laying under it,
Heat stroke, sprawled out in the sun warmed grass, goodbye.
Get back in the fucking car and drive it faster!
She needs to get out of here, maybe go to Tokyo.
He calls her. morphing her into one of those annoying people who can’t shut up.
Cell phone glued to her ear. can you hear me now? Gooood.
He wants to see her now, again, it’s like going to the doctor, something
She doesn’t want to, but needs to do. Scared of the real results.
He pretends that Ik* cares when she really does, but doesn’t want to.

Spring
He pretends that Ik* cares when she really does, but doesn’t want to.
At the same time he places her picture back on his shelf.
Her smiling face looking down at him, he can see her from any place in his room.
He can smile at her when he’s falling asleep, or over the shoulder of another girl.
The meet up in April, toes stuck in mud as they sit on plastic lawn chairs.
She tells him about a boy that broke her heart and he says he ‘understands.’
They pause to drink Minute Maid lemonade out of crystal cups and sit in silence.
Kicking it Billy Joel-style, the ice breaks in his glass, moisture on the side.
Speaking together as one. laughing over old jokes, remembering what it’s like.
Meaning so much to each other, as much as employees at Wal-Mart mean to
Each other, lie hugs her. she turns her head, says ‘see ya’, gone for another month.
Breathing in the sounds of May, sitting in a pool of sunlight.
She thinks that she’s won this — the second round — a revolution.
Only to have him tell her, later on, how hot she looked.

Winter
Only to have him tell her. later on. how hot she looked.
She swears that it’s a different story this time.
A book written by a different author, that’s the way she sees it.
Maybe snow plowed over her Ik*art. maybe it’s frozen?
Blue tinged brain, her nose wont stop running and her smile is frosted over.
They throw snowballs at each other and put cold fingers down pants.
She swears it’s a punk rock strike!!! this time.
Things will go her way or she’ll have someone sign a petition against
Another broken heart, she’ll start smoking Marlboro if she has to!!
She vows to dye her hair black (Herbal Essence style) if she must!
Until he reaches over and rips all of her barriers down.
Just like the snow plow slid through that stop sign — crash.
Taking out the barbed wire fence that was protecting the (empty) playground
Just like the barbed wire fence that was protecting her (full) heart

Fall

By Emily Renkert

Just like the barbed wire fence that was protecting her (lull) heart.
She listens to him just like she did in the summer.
Two seasons ago seemed so far away, just as far away as the pond
Surrounded by golden leaves, sitting behind the house that they slept in.
Her parents gone for the weekend, his smooth talking convincing her;
Bre;ik the rules, like the one kid from Malcolm in the Middle.
Crying for weeks after he left her again, breaking C.D.s that remind her.
Saying tuck it all ;uid reading a txxik, then writing a book, about a
girl who was better than herself, a girl who broke boys hearts.
Then meet one that was better than all the rest (him). Special dedication —
She called the txxik Reluctant Hero: Never wanted responsibility
But takes it on because |he] must. She sent him a copy, he read it and
Loved it. He finally called her mid apologized for real. He finally said
What she wanted to hem all along, words that she couldn’t accept anymore.
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LIFE

0K.XNC6 FLXMES

By Steven M. Smith

By Danielle Sayers

Life... It is precious... It is short... It is hard... It is
beautiful... It is ugly... It is sad... It is happy... Life is
strange; it takes us through turns and bends and to places we
never expected or had plans to be... It takes us to situations
that we stayed up all night analyzing and yet when we are put
there, we don’t know what the hell to do. Life puts us in
situations that we are not ready for and dares us to succeed...
Lite is a gift... and sometimes it takes the loss of that gift
tor us to realize how precious life really is... Life is
something that cannot be explained because it continues
every day, never stopping. Every day new gifts are given
and others are taken away; and yet life goes on. Appreciate
this gilt. Be thankful that you have been given it. because
within this gift there are endless possibilities...
R I P SI

TH€ POWEK.

OF THE MIND
By Steven M. Smith
The mind is a powerful tool, it can be too powerful though,
thinking things and finding ways to connect ideas that never
should have been connected.
Taking feelings and turning them into moods, making one
feel that he is riding a roller coaster. The thoughts that come
through make one wonder; what's really going on? What is
simple, really isn’t (hence nothing is ever what it seems).
Who is really in control — the mind or the sub-conscience?
Who do you trust? When do you let little things that were
said slip by, and when do you hold on to them and analyze
them, get mad about them and worry about them?
And when do u say f*ck it? The heaviness that I have can
not in my heart anymore? And when do you let yourself
soak into that beautiful voice and lean back and enjoy the
bliss while worrying about nothing?

MISCELLXNEOUS
By Steven M. Smith
Time is running...
I’m gunning...
Thinking like two trains headed for each other...
Songs beautiful... Voice is nice...
Day makes one feel like heaven....
Hard to breathe, favorite runs through the head...
A piano and the sun makes everything else run....
Anything is done to walk a line that makes life slide up and
down like drips of w ine...
Back to beat...
Changing pace like a tan line....
Money is full but yet it’s a hole...
It could never leave the mind as whole...
Back to the piano... Soon to be me...
Finish this race and then he’ll throw back the pace...
Time is running...
For today...

The match flared like the anger in her heart then she
tossed it into the suitcase. The orange flame jumped and
spread smoothly over the spilled liquid. Anne smiled as
flames latched onto Mr. River’s polo collar.
Her mother had not told her he was coming until 15
minutes before he arrived, 15 minutes before Anne heard
steps on the porch, a nervous cough, then the doorbell. No
time to protest. No time to call Dad. Her mother hurried
into the room gave Anne an anxious glance, then exhaled
before the door. She swooped it open grinning, “Hi Craig
come on in how was the drive so glad you could come this
is Anne Anne this is Mr. Rivers let me put this away,” and
she was scooting his suitcase down the hall into her
bedroom. His eyes darted around the room Anne stood in
the center, reticent.
“So hi,” he said, attempting pleasant conversation.
Her mother whisked through the room and into the
kitchen, “I’ll be right out Craig.” Anne tuned out Mr.
Rivers, hearing only her mother scrambling in the kitchen.
Then she was back in the living room, Mr. Rivers looking
rattled. She clutched the television cabinet as she slipped
into her heels. Kissing Anne on the cheek, "We’ll be back
later,” and they were gone.
Anne stood in the silent room, trying to collect how she
felt about the past 15 minutes. Her mother had mentioned
Craig Rivers once before, “Met him on that business trip,
such a nice guy,” gave her a ride back to the hotel so she
didn’t have to pay for a grimy cab. Then, in 15 minutes
he was coming for the weekend. Her mother had grinned
childishly, unable to keep the concerned look for her
daughter.
It had been a year since the divorce; it was time to move
on. Anne didn’t want to move on. She just wanted things
back to normal, her father’s boots by the door, his cologne
wafting down the hall, her mother making dinner. They
just had to be nice to each other.
For lack of anything better, Anne moped into the
kitchen. It hadn’t changed much since the divorce, except
less cooking. Anne’s mother often worked late now, or
just didn’t feel like cooking. “I only cooked to please
your father, but no more of that.” Anne was left to fend
for herself, ham sandwiches becoming her specialty.
Anne’s eyes caught an opened bag of chips. She grabbed
the bag. then recognized a familiar label clumsily shoved
behind it. Anne reached for it, Bacardi 151. This was her
parent's special drink. She loved those evenings when her
dad would light a fire. Her parents would cuddle up on
the couch before the fireplace, the ice in their short glasses
clink-clinking. Anne would climb up and snuggle into her
mother’s side. There, she would settle silently, so not to
disrupt the cheery conversation between them. Staring
into the crackling orange flames she’d become
mesmerized, solaced by the warm glow from the fire as
well as her parents. One of those nights hasn’t happened
in a long time.
An empty glass was left on the counter. It reeked of the
sweet rum. She screwed the cap off the bottle and filled
the glass halfway, just as she’d watched her father so
many years ago. She dropped in two ice cubes. Clink,
clink, there it was. Her chest tightened with lonely
memories.
Unsure of what do. she picked up the drink and headed
to her bedroom. She stopped at her parent’s bedroom, her
mother’s bedroom. She peeked in. There on the dresser
were her mother’s cigarettes and matches. She’d been
smoking more frequently within the past year, however
was trying to quit. Anne entered, seeing the closet door
open. A couple of her father’s mechanic shirts still hung,
along with the only suit he owned. She walked over and
touched the blue collars. Heavily starched, the way he

liked them. Then she looked down; there on the floor was
Mr. River’s black suitcase. Setting the drink on the rose
carpet, she knelt beside the luggage. She found the zipper
and pulled it along the jagged edges, flipped the top open
and surveyed the contents. A pair of jeans, polo shirt,
shaving kit, socks, she did not dare dig further. Picking up
the glass of rum, clink-clink, she crossed one arm in front
of her and sat back on her heels. She brought the glass to
her lips and took a sip. She coughed and spat, chills
running down her spine at the hard liquor. Yuck, she
thought, how could her parents drink this together? But
they didn’t drink it together anymore. Mr. Rivers was
drinking with her mother now, toasting to the night they’d
be spending together. With an anguished cry Anne flung
the drink into the suitcase. The liquor drained across the
neatly folded shirt. It was this man and his neatly folded
shirt that was making those crackling fires so difficult to
get back to. Anne leapt up, snatching the matches from
the dresser. She began ripping them off, striking and
tossing them in.
The orange flame had spread quickly until she stood
before burning luggage.
Flames were catching and
growing. Her eyes gleamed, pupils dancing among the
heated waves, breeding across Mr. Rivers’ belongings.
Hungrily, they reached out, seizing the curtain, climbing.
The blaze expanded, hunting for more and found her
father’s suit coat, swallowing greedily, it consumed the
dusty attire. No, Anne thought, not that, not those. But
the flames paid no attention. They leapt and rallied,
engulfing the suit and blue starch shirts without turning
back. Anne was screaming, unable to move, spellbound
and horrified. No, no, no!
She woke to blank white walls, a needle in her arm and
steady beeping from the gray box beside her. The nurse
leaned over her, greeting good morning. Anne’s brow was
filled with question. “Don’t worry honey,” the nurse
reassured, “Gave ’em quite a scare, but the man in the
hallway saved you just in time.” She nodded toward the
door. "Let me get your visitors for you.”
Anne soared at the sight of her mother rushing in then
looked to see her father coming, her hero, her savior, but
she didn’t see her father. Only Mr. Rivers appeared at the
door.
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For Your Entertainment
Visit FYE at RiverTown Crossings for movies, music, and more!

Now available on CD at FYE...
Creed: Greatest Hits
Evanescence: Anywhere But Home
Jessica Simpson: Rejoyce,The Christmas Album
...And Coming Soon on DVD
Bourne Supremacy
DodgebalFATrue Underdog Story
I, Robot
Spiderman 2

Christianity
On

Campus

Thursday Nights at 9:00

Kirkhof Center Room 104

RiverTown
Crossings

—

----------

Galyan’s Trading Co * JCPenney * Kohl'a * Marshall Field's * Sears * Younkars
44th St /RiverTown Parkway Between Wilson A tvanrest

616-257-5000

November 25
December 2

Worship Service at Grace PR Church
"This I Believe..." (7) The Return of The King

www rivertawncrossings com
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SHOULD I
By Chelsea Hall
if i had a block of moon rock
it would be as
white
as talcum
and i'd push it to the earth at sunset
then take it to my room
and carve out
a double of my heart
though it would never be as pure
but if i had a block of moon rock
it would be
.
sweeter
than the nectar of buttercups
surely sweeter
and with my tools i'd sculpt
an image
of what is in between my
mind
and
body
and put it on a shelf
in a safe place
away from time
that double of my heart
should i ever
lose
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By Amy Taylor
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A STITCH IN TIME
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By Amy Taylor
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By Heather Dixon
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Donate plasma

Your new books could help
someone through a

rough
assignment.
GET A $5 B0NUS
First Time Donors
Present this coupon on your first visit.

Receive up to $200
a month and give life
to patients in need.

e

Donate plasma.
easy & simple.

BioLife

PLASMA SfHVtCiS #

<2
616-7354509 13800 Lake Michigan OR NW. Ste 102 I Wafcw
616-285-7900 I 3886 Broadmor Ave SE | Kentwood

Flexible hours
Great Experience
Internship opportunities
Resume needed!
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AwiUble to flnt time donors only
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Call for an appointment today.
www.biolifeplasma.com

Call 331-2460
fillout application at 100 commons
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MARKETPLACE

GRAND VAUIYIANTHORN
Tuesday, \ot ember 2J, 2004

Ad Rates for Students,
Faculty and Staff

Deadline is 10 a.m. Monday for that
week's issue.

Classified rates for students,
faculty and staff: First 20 words, $3
minimum charge, then 15 cents per
additional word, payable in
advance.
To boldface, underline, italicize
or capitalize words in your
classified, add 10 cents per word.
To box an ad:
$2.00 extra.

Phone, Fax and Hours
Telephone 616-331-2460, or
leave a message on our afterhours answering machine Fax
number is 616-331-2465. Office
hours:
9-4, Monday through
Friday.

BIRTHDAYS

HOUSING

Wish your friend a happy day. Tell
the world for just $3.00 (student
pricing). Stop by the Lanthorn
office, 100 Commons, for more
details, (tf)

Apartment for Rent: Located 1/2
mile from downtown - Northwest.
Newly remodeled 5 rooms- quiet
neighborhood, 2 Bdrms - Living
Rm - Dining Rm - Kitchen - Bath Pantry. $550.00/month plus gas
and electric. That’s $275.00 ea. for
2 students. 558 Freemont Ave. NW
-off 196 FWY - Lane St. 616-4581779 (tf)

Happy Birthday Bryan! I’ll always
be your biggest fan. I love you,
Rachel.
Bryan, you’re little Leprechaun
says Happy Birthday!

EMPLOYMENT
BARTENDERS WANTED $250/day
potential.
No
experience
necessary. Training provided. Age
18+ ok. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 226
(12/9)
GET PAID TO DRIVE A BRAND
NEW CAR! Now paying drivers
$800-$3200 a month. Pick Up Your
Free
Car
Key
Today!
www.freecarkey.com (12/9)
Cocktail Servers Needed Magoos
Nightclub in Wyoming, nights &
weekend, contact Joshua & Maria
538-0450 (12/2)
“Free
Information
Turn
Campus Living into Serious
Dollars!”
Go
to
www.MyTshirtBiz.com and take
action Now! (12/9)
Get paid for your opinions! Earn
$15—$125 and more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com
(11/23)

2/3 bedroom apartments close to
campuses, clean & newly updated.
$550/month.
Call
616-6562608.(12/02)
Downtown
Housing
2-3-4-5
bedroom houses and apartments.
Very close to downtown campus.
Call Bob at 895-5866 (11/23)
1 bedroom Apartment, 3 miles from
GVSU, all utilities included except
electric and telephone, very neat
and
very
clean,
quiet
neighborhood. $475/month. Cell:
556-2076 Home: 748-0619 (11/23)
APARTMENT FOR RENT spacious
one bedroom apartment for rent.
Within walking distance of GVSU.
Great apartment! $590 + utilities.
Flexible leases. Call Rachel @ 616821-5905 (11/23)
Large 2 bedroom apartment with
utility room, spacious living room &
kitchen. Lots of Extras! Located
minutes from downtown campus.
$590.00 per month plus deposit &
utilities. Non-smoking (11/23)
Jenison
Duplex
for
Rent
immaculate and
beautiful
3
bedroom, 2 full bathroom, 1600 sq.
feet duplex
with
NEUTRAL
COLORS, large kitchen, spacious
living room, large laundry room,
single stall finished garage, brand
new berber carpet, partially fenced
wooded backyard, wooden deck,
freshly painted walls, ceramic tile,
large storage space, 2-story, on
quiet cal-de-sac. Located less than
2 miles from 1-196 & 44th street. All
appliances included (even washer
and dryer). No smoking and no
pets. Ready for immediate move-in.
Rent is $850/month. Security
Deposit is $850.00. Utilities not
included (except water). Call Matt
at 616-291-1887 (12/9)

The Lanthorn is currently
looking for cartoonists, writers
and distribution staff for the
upcoming school year. For more
information and an application,
stop by the Lanthorn at 100
Commons
or
e-mail
business@lanthorn.com.(tf)

Part Time Work
$10.25 base/appt, work around
classes, continue during winter
break, customer sales/service,
condition exist must be 18+, call
Mel 616-257-8509 (12/9)

Spring
Break
2005
w/STS,
America’s
#1
Student
Tour
Operator. Hiring campus reps. Call
for
group
discounts.
Info/Reservations 1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com (12/9)

Standard of Acceptance

Advertising
Classifications:
Automotive
remodeled. Off street parking,
washer/dryer hook ups. $975 per
month! Call Kyle 318-4728 (11/23)
Nice 2 bedroom, 1 bath
apartment, newly painted, on
Lake Mich. Dr. in Allendale,
$525/month include HEAT,
STOVE, REFRIGERATOR &
LAUNDRY
(616) 862-3913

(12/2).

Great Student Homes. 2-5
Bedroom Houses. Remodeled
throughout Grand Rapids from
Easttown to the Northwest side.
$800-$1200/month. 913-9004
or
www.americanrealty.net
(12/9)

Jenison Townhouse
2
Bedroom,
1
1/2
baths,
washer/dryer,
central
air,
dishwasher, quiet, 616-667-1210,
616-454-0754,
616-457-3158.
(11/25)
GVSU downtown spacious duplex,
3 bedrooms each, everything new,
includes water & laundry, also
looking for roommates, $800/month
(616)262-9933. (11/23)

LOST & FOUND
Lost and Found ads are FREE for
the first insertion!! 25 words
maximum.
Email
lanthorn@gvsu.edu

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SPRING BREAK with Bianchi Rossi Tours! Over 18 years of
spring break experience! The BEST
spring break under the sun!
Acapulco - Vallarta - Mazatlan Cancun - Cabo. Organize a group
- GO FREE! 800-875-4525 or
www.bianchi-rossi.com (1/6)
Spring Break Bahamas Celebrity
Party Cruise! 5 Days $299!
Includes Meals, Parties! Cancun,
Acapulco, Nassau, Jamaica From

:uji[i]:w

YOUR PRICE

866.878.98lO

www.fn4motors.com

Magnum Tattooing Inc.

The copy deadline for classified
advertising is at noon on Monday;
classified
display
advertising
deadline is 10 a.m. Monday. Bring
or send your copy to the Grand
Valley Lanthom, 100 Commons.

CHRISTIANITY ON CAMPUS. Visit
“This I Believe" Fall Discussion
Series, Thursday Nights at 9:00
Kirkhof Center Room 104, ONLINE
www.graceprc.org (12/9)

NOTICES
READERS CAUTION
Ads appearing on this page may
involve a charge for phone calls,
booklets, information, CODs, etc.
Reply with caution, (tf)
Student Organizations
The Grand Valley Lanthorn offers
student organizations to promote
themselves
through
free
announcements published as Club
Notes in the Laker Life section. Email your information, 150 word
limit, to lanthorn@gvsu.edu (tf)

PERSONALS
Tell your lover you love 'em. Wish a
friend good luck. Lift someone's
spirit. Put it in writing. Make it
public. Lanthorn Personals are a
great way to let someone know you
care. Call 616-331-2460 for more
information.(tf)
Writers
Get published and get paid. The
Lanthorn is seeking essays, very
short storied, poetry and opinion
columns that relate to campus
issues and themes. Humor pieces
especially wanted. E-mail the editor
at editorial@lanthorn.com (tf)
News Tips
The Grand Valley Lanthorn editorial
staff appreciates your news tips
and story ideas. Please help us
make news available to the public.
E-mail
your
tip
to
lanthorn@gvsu.edu (tf)
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sae&o&go

The most expensive
electric bill for one month
at SWANSON

»

HOT DESTINATIONS!

I

Li Tf

Thanksgiving Day

52% have been
criticized for
drinking by
their friends.

Steve**
Earber Shop
348 Baldwin Drive
Jenison, Ml
Phones 457-2855
Daily 8-5:30, Saturday 8-1
"The Professionals"

Coming Soon in the Lanthorn:

T’he Worship “Directory
is m
p

LABS

t

(ill theatre for showtimes or visit (inemork.(om

-

K.inuis

Call Tina at 331-2483

National Treasure

Doors open at 2:00pm first show 2:30pm

616-245-1880
616-451-7546
WWW.MAGNUMTATTOO.COM

Want your place of worship to be advertised?

Bridget Jones: Edge of Reason

Spongebob Squarepants:
The Movie

i CAMPUS REPS
WANTED

'i*

JJ r(e(eive

FREE showtimes
via email!

Opens Friday

www siiiilenu ily com 1 HH8 Siintui Burak

=APT Member=
=GR's Largest Selection of Quality BodyJewelry=
=Professional Body Piercing=
=Quality Custom Tattooing=
=Award Winning Artists=
Magnum Tattooing Inc
Magnum Tattooing II
2317 S. Division
■VfNH
7450 Union Ave.

cinemark.com
Showtime

^

Travel Free * Be VIP

Of the GV students
who have 5+ drinks
at parties . . .

Town

While there register

aacc@allendalechamber.org
or phone
(616)895-6295 ext.22

The most expensive
electric bill for one

In

For tickets and showtimes visit

Allendale Area Chamber of Commerce

(MM)

Scot

•Early Bird Specials ‘Bargain Matinees
•Student discounts

Fortified with 8 essential vitamins and mineral

.

< s t

CINEMARK-GRANDVILLE
Rivertown Crossings Mall 616-532-8731 &

Serving GVSU student, faculty and staff with top quality goods
and services. This directory sponsored by area merchants and the

.

All classifieds must be paid in
advance, thank you, until credit is
established.

$459! Panama City & Daytona
$159! www.springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386 (12/9)
#1 Spring Break Website! Lowest
prices guaranteed. Book 11 people,
get 12th trip free! Group discounts
for
6+
www.SpringBreakDiscounts.com
or 800-838-8202.(1/6)

at or below wholesale

* inquire about our
detailing services

Advertising Deadlines

Allendale

Downtown 1 block from GVSU
campus, mint condition, 4 large
bedrooms,
2
baths,
totally

7H

Commercial Rates
Classified word ads:First 20
words, $6 minimum charge, then
20 cents per additional word,
payable in advance. To boldface,
italicize or capitalize words in your
classified, add 10 cents per word.
To box an ad:
$2.00 extra.
Classified display rate is $8.75 per
column inch.

Shop the Friendly Community of

Student home owner looking for 2
roomates. Located in Wyoming.
$250/month plus utilities. Call 9155416 (11/23)

YOUR VEHICLE

Birthdays
Employment
For Sale
Housing
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Notices
Personals
Roommates
Services
Wanted

The Grand Valley Lanthorn
reserves the right to edit or reject
any advertisement at any time and
to place all advertisements under
proper classification.

Ad co-sponsored by the Lanthorn?

75% of GV students drink moderatel

6

URN
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ART & LITERATURE

FOLK TXILS
By Lindsey Weeks
When the animals could talk,
they were smarter than the
smartest man. Away from the
eyes of humans, weekly
meetings were held, where
they spoke of important issues
of the day. All major players
in the barnyard community
granted their attendance. The
cows ruled the floor, sharing
hay with the horses, because
everyone knew that the horses
were in good with the humans,
and
therefore
held
unmentionable
power.
Chickens and turkeys mingled
amongst themselves in the
slop corner, so as not to infect
the others with their also
unmentionable, but clearly
present, disease.
Whitetail
deer were known to drop in
unexpectedly and linger just
outside the barn door, staring,
and unnerving the others.
This was the case one day in
particular, as Surrogate Mama
Cow diplomatically raised the
question
that
had
been
circulating the barbed wire for
the past week.
“Why,” she bellowed, (in her
in-barn voice), ‘‘why. Horse,
must you allow The Children
to tug your lengthy collective
tail? Do you not know that
these are the same Children
who will grow to chew Our
backsides and wash Us down
with the very milk We have
provided?”
“Indeed,” said InwardlyHostile Horse, “yet you forget
that these are the same
Children who ride Us when
they are small, and continue to
ride us after they’ve grown to
six times the size of the hay
bail, expecting our backs to
support their girth.”
Just then, a small ball of
floppy ears tumbled into the
barn. All eyes turned to find
the Pooping Puppy, detested
by no one more than Surrogate
Mama Cow, for he day-after
day relieved himself upon her
feeding grass. He had escaped
through the screen door, which
an irresponsible Child had left
open.
“What’s going on?” he
yelped.
“We were discussing the
injustice of your sleeping in
the warm comfort of a feather
bed (Surrogate Mama Cow
bowed
her
head
in
remembrance of Didn’t Fly To
Safety Duck), while we keep
warm with our own carbon
dioxide.”
“Would you like to come
in?” asked the puppy.
“We would,” said the horse.
“Then I shall tell you a tale,”
said the puppy, cocking his
head.
“The house inside
smells of Real Mama Cow and
potatoes. The Children feast
on Chicken and Turkey.
Yesterday, The Toddler asked
if Horse tastes good. The Cat
weighs 18 pounds and cannot
move. I am batted about and
rubbed aggressively.
My
stomach is chafed, my tail
prematurely aged.
The
Child...” The puppy lowered
his head. "He squeezes.”
The animals politely avoided
eye contact.
"You are better off here, in
your natural habitat,” he said,
looking about the barn. “They
are currently looking for
additions.
We’ve lost two
hamsters and a turtle thus far.”
He whimpered.
“I believe
they only love me for my
eyes,” and he cast them upon
the animals.
They said
“Aww.”
Suddenly
there
was
a
rustling outside the barn door,
and all turned to witness the
white tail of the Doe Eyed
Deer, sprinting toward the III
Placed Highway.
An infinite silence fell upon
the barn as they heard the
subsequent squeal and crash.
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By Kristina Tucker
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Downtown Housing

Wr ^iil

JLantlmn
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Beekman Management

www.lanthorn.com

•2,3,4,5, Bedrooms

S.V’4‘.+'* •

•Duplexes, Houses,
Aa

*i

■'

■

Made by students. Read by everyone.

On stands Thursday.

mu. m

9-12pm

$1 Domestics
& Well drinks
1/2 off every thing else
9-l2pm

Y

895-5866

^

MONDAY-SAT URDAYIIAM-2AM

Tuesdays

$1 Domestic Drafts 9-12am
1/2 Off Appetizers 9-1am

SUNDAY I2PM-2AM
Open for LUNCH DAILY

Jedi Mind Trip
The Unit
The Killer Flamingos
DJGregKknott

onncE music
Fri & Sat
Top 40, Dance Remix
& Progressive Dance

Wednesdays

$1 Domestic Beers &
$1 Well Drinks 9-12am
1/2 Off Appetizers 9-1am

Full food menu until 1am every night of the week
Happy Hour from 4-7pm Mon-Fri
52.00 fSud Light and 55.00 20 oz budweiser Drafts

•

At all times wth college ID

^

Bloody Sundays
S4.00 Burgers & Fries until Midnight
$Y00 Bloody Mart) Bar ALL Dau 6/ ALL Night!
Over 60 Sauces, Mixes, and Spices to choose from!

438 BRIDGE DUI
GRRDD RAPIDS
4

Bob Beekman

E&ti, 1 [
i, 11 ill]

Hours of Operation

MUSIC YOU CAN REALLY DANCE TO!

Wednesdays

of new Devos Center

N ^ lA

DRinK SPECIALS hue music
$2 YOU CALL IT

AM

O'TOOLES
*
PUBLIC HOUSE

www.montesgr.com

Nov. 3
Nov. 10
Nov. 17
Nov. 24

11 Properties within 5 blocks

Wlf

m

MONDAY-FRIDAY 4PM-7PM

Tuesdays

& Apartments

mi

■«
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w
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DAILY HAPPY HOUR

And so it is the fault of the
human that the dog is
overeager,
the
cow
is
emotionless, the horse is a
suck-up. the cat is enormous,
the deer is suicidal, and none
will ever speak to us again.
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GOOD FOOD GOOD PEOPLE GRUT BEER!
448 BRIDGE NW
GRAND RAPIDS
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